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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
RIGA, U.S.S.R.
A shoot,ng death and a bombing in Latui, on the heels of a violent
riftrdowfl in neighboring
Lithuania, have raised fears' .of
spreadmit violence in the. Hal -

STATE
IR I \hlHkI, K.
Goy.
:•
on Wanesnominated an eighth person
state school board.
\leanwhile, the chairman .and
member of the current
•Doard resigned. Wilkinson nom-:ated Samuel Robinson—of
,iulsville. .Robinson holds a
tHetorate in education,' accord the governor's eYecutive
r.

Massive bombing wave pounds Iraq: Bush vows'we will not fail'
By EDITH M. LEDERER
CEN'IkAl. SAUDI ARABIA
"I he United States and its allies folatr s!rikes ,Nith daylight attacks today in a
lowed up devastatitir.
Iksseii's armies from Kuwait and break his
furious bid to dr:ye
military might.
American milit.ar
said :h.... Iraqis ollered minimal resistance,
to keep pounding away with the
and that U.S. fight,. r
S:!lan, !rn",i :ra:-shalling his forces.
intent of pr:
Early targcts
command and control centel-s
t[ild a television reporter ill
aie
the Wht:.: house ;
lhe first- Imert-cl,
ne ii F-18 Hornet fighterbomber. WhiEb- was listed "as miss:int:
.along with its pilot.
Larr:.er-hased plane did not
Sefl. Sam Nunn, 1)-Ga., said
irie plane had been shot

Tonight: Partly cloudy and
Lold. LOA 2510 30. Light northwest wind.
Friday: Partly sunny. High 40
to 45.
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Officials echo support for attack on Iraq
COOPER

Murray Ledger & T•mes

Vir.!‘”

-We're wttcfitig a lot
sion this mormng,' accordini
Sgt,f...R4$uLLud-ut_ t'
614th Military Police Conui.1-,
who said the Murray unit 1,
„...prised hut not alarmed at today 's
news of Operation Desert Storm.
Local reaction to the start of war
in the gulf echoed the soldiers !eelings as well.
-I'm very elated over the suL.cess
there're having on the iittacks i.according to Callow :1y County
Judge Exectutie George Weak,. - I
think that iho are right In dwrg
n:onth,
Weaks. ho served
during'
campaign
North
African
the
World War II. said that this act
"is a very different war from past

to the wide-open terte,firiology employed.
L' Oil one anymore.

v rt! (,1
soldiers'Saftrda
H. being trained at Fort Kno‘., Lngland. Said,
.lhe element of surprise. how or cr. may he the key point to getting,
the_wX 01LCI
Lngland
"I don't think Hussein thought
would come this quick. either.England said.
Officers at Murray State Lniversity's ROTC department, which
includes 10 students who are
enlisted in reserve units which
could be activated and sent to the
Gulf, were also surprised at the
timing of the attack.
"The timing was a surprise to all
of us from the standpoint that President Bush had left the door open
for talks," according to Major
Richard Turner, who said the

.;,;;1,:rs at the 614th headquar
..r.sday... Low ekes__ 1A.C.r.C.._sur. ,11,it President Bush allowed
attack as early as they
,
satd
,
anticipated ar
strikcs Fridat because of the
hohdav in Hay)," he said.
I he (I 4th ike do/ens of other
inits across the state. has yet to he
cd to active duty following the
auack but remains ready to go at
tmie. I.hgland said.
-Nothing has changed since last
he said. -We're still not
anticipating anything:
Ae're Id Si ready to go if they call.- I he company will he boosted to
s!rchgth with the expected arri- (Cont'd on

page

2)

surprismg,ly sr a . .
the rhasswe aFt21„
S
kuw a:.:1 forces
Only LAO planes, one
,can and one -British have heel;
reported lost in the sirike.
which included some 751) sof.tes against Iraqi mil:tary.
and - cornirranit,,,ITTPT1T
Moori7 said that while man'
were stirrred a: the seeming
case with which American
warplanes and r,:ssiles swept.
down on their 1,ifi..!CN there V. as
a precedent
Kippur \aI. wher, Isracs h\
ing U.S-made L.•(..;iiTr.'.ent domiot Syria and
nated the air
Egypt:
U.S. command it the atr
raised hopes the war Mi011 he
mercifully short. with te.1

Carroll Hubbard
Congress happy

Legislators say

In other words...

Buddy Valentin
"I wondered why the waited
one day longer than was permitted
in order to do what had te-t!c done
anyway.
"I hope they will continue with
massive destruction of their military capabilities."

It

(Cont'd on page 2)

today they want
special session
despite crisis
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are I a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
,
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What is your reaction to America's attack on Iraq?

INDEX
One Section
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
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Tall Afar
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FORECAST

elated by the
allies' success

la, Conventional

snot down 14 attacking
Hilled the claim an

his capital. As the
sp,:t. defiance at the
sc used location.
latmed the Iraqi presi''7,.)::dLast Leriter before

U.S. military
experts appear

Gnernical nuclear
or biological
warfare facilities

Al K,nd:

:rs was lost, with its two
• were hit and one pilot

BUSINESS
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio
Armco Steel Inc. says declining
Orders may force it to lay off as
many as 500 hourly employees'
at its -Middletown Works. Armco. which has 4,100 hourly
workers at the plant, said Wed:A:sday the layoffs could begin.
Jan. 27.

TURKEY

Al Falluie

SPORTS
FORK --Chris Mullin
State moved ahead of
'Northy of the Los
Lakers for the second
Wes:ern Conference forward
position in the most recent count
of the tans' NBA Alf-Star votes.

Possible Air Strike Targets In Iraq

Associated Press Writer

Cedric Benson
"I was pleased to see the precision and the commendable manner
in which they carried out the
attack. That many planes attacking
that many targets accurately was an
outstanding performance of military skill."

Fred Wilkerson Jr.
"I think they did the right thing.
They should get it over with and
get out of there.
"I'm just thankful that they
didn't back down.
"They've had five months. so
why didn't they go in sooner?"

Bonnie Rem
"I don't like it one bit.
, "I've got a cousin and a brother
over there and I don't want an ot
the Americans over there getting
killed:
"I strongly disagree with America's attack on Iraq."

•

FRANKFORT. K.
General Assembly leaders decided
today to stay in session despite a
suggestion by Gov. Wallace Wilk
inson to go home until the Persian
Gulf crisis passes.
"The governor called us up here
for a program and until it deteriorates, or until the governor feels he
wants to call it off. we're going to
stay,- said Rep. Pete Worthington,
D-Ewing.
-Wilkinson said Wedne,Scla4night
the special session, which began
Monday, appeared unimportant
when compared to the war under
way in the Middle East.
Legislative leaders said today.
they would keep track' of military.
activity and could still adjourn the
session before it reaches a
conclusion.
Under the Kentucky Constitu(Coned on page 2)

'7,2,...,'
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Murray High speech team
captures Trinity tourney

U.S.

toll in first 14 hours of war: one pilot and one aircraft
a second wave of air attacks on
Iraq this morning from bases
around the Persian Gulf region,
said a Western military officer in
Manama, Bahrain. ,
The officer, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said jets from
the U.S. Air Force and the British
Royal Air Force left air bases after
K a.m. local time (midnight Wednesday EST).
Some °Metals privately expressed surprise that Iraq posed little or •
no initial resistance to the bombardments of Baghdad and targets
elsewhere in Iraq and Kuwait.
One source, who like most other
Pentagon officials would speak
today only on condition of
anonymity. said Iraq apparently
had not launched any of its Sovietmade Scud ballistic missiles. which

.nrnanned lorhahawks; launched
naval craft in both the
ASSOC4111111d PI•SII
oersian and Red Seas.
second in Lincoln-Douglass debate,
John Dailey, third in prose inter"There were some air-to-air
WASHINGTON
The Pci
pretation, Andrea Rose, first in gon today reported the first Amenengagements," -Powell said.
impromptu speaking, Meredith ean casualty of the Persian GO
By their comments. Cheney and
Julian, first in solo acting, Jennifer war. an falts pilot whose plane
l'owa both were sMS mg to pre
Fairbanks and Chanon Chaney. lost Defense Secretary Dick Chethe public for a protracted
third in duo interpretation, Rob ncy. said allied aircraft flew rrora ,Th.:agemen:
Carpenter and Meredith Julian. sec- than 1,000 sorties against Iraq
autioned against
ond - in duo interpretation and targets in the first 14 hours oi
and Cherie) made
-Katherine Hurt, third in original corn hat
ear i n his opening comments that
orators
larN officials expect casualties.
Cheney. and Gen. Colin Powell.
!nose ads anting to the. !Ina! chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
.The aLr attacks were described as
hut not placing
the open mg of a long series of
Staff. expressed satisfaction with
.;mcri,.,r, and allied homhardments
11:lissa Muselo, Dana Hohman. the initial results of Operation
Pc;:r ..lohnsOn. Brian Flickinger, Ikscrl Storn1
dcsigned to break the hack of
Not ft_stressed
o n Farle!, - and Eric
t1'1;:!.tr‘, ma..htrie and its will
hat:hcr,s t.ould
h•
N'ttenegger
ngta
\
k"C !P
t'IN,.:e.!
hc :can will participate in the
a.'' r.' not stopping, this is conp7tw..,!,...,1
I ogar County SpeeLh Tournarnent
kuvh,.;
: nuirg,- one military official said.
POACH •a :d
1:1j:ed. I S -led forces launched
By ROBERT BURNS

•'tlfli 1: S.

%lurta 4hN.booi Specan
Team participated in the Louisville
Trinity Speech Tournament, Jan.
The teen placed firs: in the
,a aar.take. 4%arcis with lb:.
pints. Ca losAo, County •took srt%ond t,aec v.ith 206 points and
Boone County finished third .wah
no:nts, out of the 25'schools
ated in the
•
pang or
(irger

Team
Nr!d‘

Boil water alert
lifted in Hazel

Irat.;!
4-

,Cont d from page 1)
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One source said the commanders
of Operation Desert Storm planned
to step up the pace of aerial bombardments unless Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein- suddenly ended
his refusal to withdraw front
Kuwait as demanded by the United
Nations Security Council.
Pentagon officials said at least
1,300 American sorties would be
flown in the first 24 hours of the
war, which Defense Secretary Dick
Chent..y. said began at 7 p.m. ES1
Wednesday (3 a:m. Thursday..
Baghdad timer with - a massive.
U.S.-coordinated aerial strike.
Television newscasts showed firing
from Iraqi antiaircraft batteries at
,a,„aa 6 lcp m.

•

li,1

LI
•

may be armed with chemical
warheads."'

i
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Reports: 50 Iraqi tanks deserted,
surrendering toEgyptian forces

Motion filed
to dismiss
lawsuit filed
against sheriff
Staff Report
,•dger

I e.t
•

Legislators...
Coat d from page 1

Tirn•s

itir Calloway
has
a lawsuit
aN
h‘, the
Board.
'nation. tiled Tuesday. urges
.i.a\ County Circuit Court
o‘s the ease against \VII,: the suit was served.
iividual under law.
....orney Stephen San' 'tii. moi!or.
1)

•

I
(KR

.

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) --- Government media Said today that the crews of
50 Iraqi tanks deserted their positions in Kuwait and were en route to
Egyptian military posts in Saudrahia to surrender with their tank.
The reports were part of what appearedto he an official description of
communications between Egyptian leaders in Cairo and Maj. Gcn, Sahli
Halaby. commander of the Egyptian contingent in Saudi Arabia
"Fi'fty Iraqi tanks have announced surrender and are on their wa‘ to the
tn,.
Egyptian 4th Division at Hair el-Bann, which will recme
state -run Middle East News Agency said.
State television had a similar report hut said the Iraqi tanks were err
route to Egypt's 3rd Division.
A military source in Cairo, speaking on condition of anonsmits. con
firmed the report and said the deserters were "in the area 01 tHe
Armored.''
Hair el-Battn is near the Saudi border with Kuwait which
quered on Aug. 2.
Egypt has more than 36,000 troops among U
pitted against Iraq in war that began early today
hyI '.S and allied forces. U.S. officials today refused
'anott, of movements of ground troops durine .the tiOtrn,e
Jot., a a .
and 1.55 ...tanks
.,1r,aq has 2.2tX) Sovict-built 1
said

the ser-

Bombing wave pounds Iraq...
(Cont'd from page 1)
:he a,ed
1:at.
13,4 ALia:riLa:1
threatened strike against Israel nevi.eraft in any dogfights. And a '
,. ccurred — 'perhaps, Israeli officials suggested, because the' allic
Knocked out the missiles aimed at the Jewish state.
The only reported Iraqi offensive strike appeared to have h'cer, an .
that se: three or! tanks ablaze in noathem Saudi Arabia.
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Mornings Are Fun
On

WCBS 1340
6-9 a.m.
Gary Powley & Chuck
Shuffett

9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh
Good Time Snow

Elated by success...
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Read the want ads daily

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?

02t.1110
•te

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS

If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION, call

Tim Herndon

----INSURANCE CENTER G6
Sycamore SI.

OF MURRAY

'Don't be left helpless on the side of the road.
Get what ever car owner needs our 45-piece
Emergency car kit With built-in 200 PSI air compressor, 25 watt high intensity work light, slotted, Phillips
and socket screwdriver, wrench set, pliers, 12 assorted fuses, two booster cables, air adaptors, tire
gauge, insulation tape, utility knife, Emergency sign
and much more
Order Now to get a FREE car compass and
25% OFF the reg price of $99 95 while supplies last

To order send your name mailing address and $74 95 plus
Ky tax to

S-N-R Merchandise
P0 Box 8
Murray Ky. 42071
Name_

the

753-8355

ICE RAIN FOG

.tnesday incorrec
('
r -I A

r.
"

•••...Tra%

Vae4,1-f- rr.l'ef
SCN-)01

Will

receive

•thp The storyater
'ek.lk, that the Academic Bowl
!mak., elevised on WpSD-l\.rat
630 p.m Feb 2, will feature
Graves County High School against
Calloway'County High School. The
competition will actually feature
(paves County High School- against
'.'..7ray High School
•Itx Murray Lellger & Timesregrets these errors and is happy to
set the record straight.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

MITCHELL'S CARPET

OPEN EVERY DAY

FLOOR COVERING

To Better Serve You

• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds

M-F 9 a.m.44 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Address
............m..110•••••••••••••

sa.a. 750 planes flew missions in the first hours
ta.s
heavyweight of the American air fleet. the B-52.
war.
tneluding
the
the
of
."We can put pressure on 24 hours a day," said Col. Hal Homburg of
Dallas, cornander of the 4th Tactical Fighter Vipg'in Saudi Arabia. Sand
swirled wildly as fighter jets took' off every few- seconds.
:an. f led
A pilot who flew one of the first bombing sorties, Lt. Col. Don Kline.
s'
said Iraqi pilots did not engage them. "I was surprised with that," he
said.
The first allied air strike came before ,dawn, the second about seven
hours later. The second-wave attack score direct hits on the Iraqi
Defense Ministry and the post office headquarters. the British Broadcast'
:n Corp. reported.
U.S. military officials said the targets were strategic sites.
An Iraqi communique said densely populated residential areas of Baghdad had been hit but the Internatioran Red Cross said its people in the
(Cont d from page 1)
capital Could not confirm the report.
Western correspondents in Baghdad said they saw little damage in
-.e Iraqi forces in
downtown Baghdad this morning. There was light traffic, and the trash
y surrender and this
collectors even made their rounds, they said.
Hund up in two weeks,"
The United States seized the first opportunity' for a nighttime attack
t.oriner Secretary of State Henry
after time ran out on a U.N. deadline for Iraq to relinquish Kuwait or face
7cer siaa 'I believe that is
war, Thedeadline expired at midnight Tuesday EST — Wednesday morning in Baghdad.
0,.1
expert; warned against
Saddam, whose armies overran Kuwait in'a lighting strike 5V2 months
t'rJriaturc euphoaia "Accuracy is ago, had defied economic sanctions, threats of force and diplomatic appethe first accounts
als, declaring the oil-rich emirate to- be irrevocably part of Iraq.
,aid retired Adm.
"Our goal is not the conquest of Iraq," Bustasaid in an address broada member of the
cast nationwide Wednesday night, after allied warplanes thundered off to
traak tank- Center for
seek out their targets. "It is the liberation of Kuwait."
Inforrr.ation.
"We will not fail," he vowed.
In the Iraqi capital, air raid sirens wailed as wave after wave of warp-,! said that while the poor
lanes Vied the starlit sky early today, and red-and -green tracer fire
:esponse to the air strikes was
out targets.
.•rt:,:y remarkable," it is also pos- searched
Press reporter Dilip Ganguly said foreigners and reporters at
Associated
e Saddam has decided to -lie
hotel initially were hustled to the basement air raid shelter
Rashid
and take the licks we are going the Al
Some Arab guests shouted "Death to Bush!" as they'
staff.
hotel
by
sn out
huddled.
Inc.. when the U.S. guard is
Television carried sound re,ports from Iraq via satellite, but telephone
nc. could "bring missiles out service was cut. American Telephone & Telegraph Co. said it had lost
and tunnels and pop them communication with Iraq.
ar Riyadh." ('arAt the United Nations, U.S. Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering promised that Iraq could avoid further punishment by beginning a complete,
arTlid It would be
unconditional - withdrawal from Kuwait. The pledge came in a private
a ground
meeting with the Security Council, according to a text of his statement.
-,:tve again,: dug -in Iraqi
Anti-war protests, which had grown in intensity in the days leading up
troops in Kuwait until U.S. control to the fighting. redoubled in numbers and passion with the outbreak of
01 the air is total and the Iraqi
war. Club-swinging police dispersed hundreds of demonstrators near the
ground forces are completely cut White House.
off from supplies and
Gen. Coin Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the first
iirr.7,1unications.
allied wave met "no air resistance" from Iraq's warplanes.
Poweil said Iraqi command and 'control centers were prime targets of
"1 hope we don't get impatient
the first wave. Bush said chemical and nuclear plants were also targeted.
a. 7d start fighting on the ground
Only the United States. Britain, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait participated
ThaTore the Iraqi arrny. has-been sigin the initial attacks, Cheney said, although 28 nations are part of the
r:'fiLantly weaked.' Moorer.seid.
th
muFIrteinnact;liopnlaaln .efsorcicied confronting Iraq.l irnaq.
He said Iraq's main _strength is in
not
not
e first assault, but a dozen flew in
-"Ler.
its
1clater attacks.
hastv..

aliAlirewm
••••••••••• al
,

Hwy. 611 N.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
MSU to host
1990 music
keyboard
competition
Performances by students competing in the fifth annual Pre-College
Piano Concerto Competition at Murray State University on Saturday, Jan.
19, are open to the public at no
admission charge.
To begin at 1 p.m. in thc Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the competition will include
five piano students enrolled in school
from grades seven to 12. They will
perform first movements in Classical
Penod piano concertos.
Winners in the competition, which
is sponsored by the Department of.
Music at Murray State, will be announced at the conclusion, according
to Dr. Richard Scott, associate prolessoro music and event coordinator.
The first-place winner will be
award,. d $150 and will be given an
opportunity to appear in concert with
the Murray State University Chamber
Orchestra on April 30.
Participating will be students from
Lexington, Owensboro and Germantown, Trenton and Clarksville, Tenn.
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The Kentucky Opry in DraffenvThe i r..ng a talc.:
which will run every Saturday night anti] March 16. This year there ‘Aill
be S1,000 in cash and prizes awarded to V. :Nr'.crs in the talent sl.ow series.
The Kentucky Opry cast performs an hour show and then the contestants have an hour-long show. A half-hoar intermission is s.,;!1,.daeJ
between the two shows. The shows begin at 8 p.m. and ends at
There Sk ill be three judges each night 1he contestants will be j,;,:geJ
on talent I c opoints), audience response
points). and stage pr,.sence
120 po,nt,.). 1 he winner of each
Will be competing
final snow of the talent
Sc,h,c::h.ng new this year
ad.,]ts and
frrt , i;:',,er, age 16 and ()icier 'xi,.
e at:L:1 category. fr.ri,
i.e r;inLr the age of. 16 w,
Psipy interested_ in
to make arrangement‘,.
or the
.1 here will be a rehears.,
Lo F.,ake
,ee. With the attchdance ru:.:..
(
.at
:1;1().,:t reser%,,.
! ,de col.ntry,
to

MSU gallery displays art by Mayfield man
Twenty woven wall hangings are on exhibit at Wrath& West Kentucky Museum. ".‘ Scott Festival: Sir
Walter Scott in Art and Literature" has been scheduled this week in conjunction with this exhibition. b%
Philis Alvic. The exhibition is based on,Scott's long romantic poem titled "1,ady of the Lake." Al% k's show
will be iitri display through March 2: Pictured above, Julie Wall, exhibits coordinator of the Wrather West
Kentucky hluseum, examines one of the wall hangings, titled, "Two Verses of a Song."

JANUARY CLEARANCE
AND 11B)TAG

SALE'

Hundreds of Unadvertised
Specials Throughout the
Store! Look for the Red
Tag and Get Big Savings!

Save On OurFinest Fax Machine
yaa•

TANDY
1000 T1. 2
WITH COLOR
MONITOR

'599

Save $300

_
_.,....
mmitimmmais

Reg. 899.00

Low As $20 Per Month •

:if^one

Auto document feeder, bu it
for sending photos #43.120
IMMUNE.

soweieroo

Jan. 17,e—
NleetitIg — amer,:
p.m.. Public Library.
Jan. 18 —
Art lecture and reception —
Larry Hackle, curator of
"Sticks" and "Time...Pieces,"
will preSent a slide lecture followed by a reception, free, 7:30
p.m., Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Art lecture — Donald Keyes,
curator, Georgia Museum of
Art, will present "Overview of
Art Inspired by Literature," part
of the "Scott Festival," free,
7:() p.m., Wrather \Vest Kentucky Museum.
Jan. 19 —
Competition — Pre-college
concerto play-off concert, free,
1 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall of
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Jan. 21 and 22 —
Auditions — "Taming of the
Shrew," roles for men, women
and children, 7 p.m., Playhouse
in the Park.
Jan. 22 —
Recital — Scott Conklin, violin, free, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall of Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Through Jan. 27 —
Art exhibit — "Recent Drawings," by Randy Simmons, free,
upper level of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Through January —
Display — Entries for the
Second , Annual Murray Calloway County Camera Club
Photography competition, -free,
Public Library meeting room.
(The public can vote for the
People's Choice Award.)
Through Feb. 17 —
Art exhibit — "Sticks" and
"Time. Pieces," by Kentucky.
artists, free, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Through March 2 —
Exhibit — "Lady of the
Lake," 20 woven wall hangings
by Philis Alvic, based on the
romantic poem of Sir Walter
Scott, part of the "Scott Festival," free, Wrather 'West Kentucky Museum.
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33% Off
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286 Home Office System
With 20MB SmartDrive

Save
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Dual Cassette
Rack System

`--/ Lightweight
Stereo Headphones
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Low As 515 Per Month •

Tops for listening
to digital audio
sources #33-2004

1499

Dual cassette with synchro-dubbing. AM/FM stereo
tuner turntable rack and matching speakers #131240

Reg. Separate
Items 2119.70

includes color monitor.
Ready -to -run system
apptica
DeskMate program with 10
hard drive. bonus—DeskMate
O&A Writ' Lotus
lions, plus
and a two-button
Spreadsheet for DeskMate
#25-16021045/10430333
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mouse PC
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CD Player With Remote

100-Watt Stereo Receiver

Save $70 12995
Reg. 199.95

Save $70 12995
Reg.
199.95
tuner #31-2069 Power ,neasurecl Der

Low As $15 Per Month •

Low As $15 Per Month •

Pure digital sound Programmable memory. *42-5016

Digital

—
MEM MIR PIMP
IMMO =MR MOP

Mobile Cellular Phone

199*

Save

$100
017 1076

Remote Stereo VCR

Beeperless Answerer

Reg. 299.00

Save 29995
$120 Low Reg. 419.95

Save 7995
$40 Reg. 119.95

Low As $15 Per Month.

As $15 Per Month.

Great sound on stereo tapes, plus

Full -feature remote control changeable security codes Dual cassette 043-396 t—

40-Channel CB
Walkie-Talkie

Cut
s40
to*
95 139.95
Reg

1995
Reg, 29.95

Reg. 29.95

Low As $15 Per Month •

$4•0•0 9
,
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f•yoyy.m) cra.a.r

33%
Off

2188

Each

Itertarejltees

Cassette
Recorder

Cut
27%

99

Full-power CB for fun
work or travel No crystals
to buy' "21.1664

stereo-TV, SAP where
available. #16-704

Fold-Up
Multitester

Built-in mike and auto-level
make
recording a breeze *14-1054

Adjustable display, easy-to-read
4" meter 25 ranges *22-211

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
Most battery powered lb:moment excludes ballenes

Paymen1 may •111,
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MERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE

The Playhouse in the Park will
host auditions for "The Taming of
the Shrew" by 'William Shakespeare and directed by Bob Valentine. Auditions will be held Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 21 and 22.
,A large cast of men, women and
several young actors/actresses are
needed. Production dates arc March
22-24 and 29-:11..

.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Opry hosts local talent

Wrather Museum displays wall hangings

Audienc'es will enjoy the t:t
Plavtionse in the Park product:" .
ot the net sear as an energetic cast
stage for "A...My Name
a 1Nely musical roue
a
'Aomen in the 198es.
Under the di-recti.On• of Gene
the ni cal ill penFeb. 1
• irris Center Ballroom and
t
Fch. 2, 8 and 9.
Reservations are now heijig
taken for the dinner and perf'''
markt: at 759-1752. NISU Catering
Service will begin serving dinner at
7 pin. 'the performance begins at

rt's
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In-Dash Car Cassette

Save
$60

13995
Low

Reg. 199 95
As $15 Per Month.

Auto-reverse 28 watts of
power
Six FM. six AM presets
*12-1936

Universal
Remote
Cut
40%

2995
neg. 49.95
Replaces up to four of your existing IR remotes *15-1902

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
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PERSPECTIVE

Attention romantics: chivalg thrives in Murray

After this
war is over

4.

World Order in which Americans
and Brits do the fighting while
everyone else — Germany, China,
Japan, the SoYiet Union — pursues
his Own selfish interests.
Nor is there the will to keep an
American army indefinitely in the
Gulf. While the Ins asion of Kuwait
is as clear a case of r.akedb aggres.ion as we shall find. support for
iaeate:, secretary of State
.aer.,:s Baker grittily explain the
dradioek -at• Geneva,- to see the
ane_,slied faee of George. Bush as
•ie rnaintested his disappointment.
understand neither man wants
s

tr,o44s- €.1-

!"ree-

ahsaier
eed does no:
prosper

al :es star:
.:onel
he a po....•

their

lo.±..::Th:
v..:.

eies Saddarr. Flusy. he spoke to the
in Baghdad.
.1 was led to
n of K await
Aar wi:n the
in asior,
:o challenge a

out- •

own
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se:ls,

of dis.1:_siohrnent.
worm it.'
Was
wor:d War 11

years

74pe,!

apturei t.
United States had
lash here
sweeping.
tven now, as we
war for the NeA
()r. I
world cynieisrn is yis,nie..A.;eadv.
there is evidence
.•nends
to use a Gulf war :.!‘ l'1cr
accounts with lihera:.,'n
ments in the
..
T•krainc.

In my high school, Sir Walter
Sou's Ivanhoe was required reading for all 9th graders. it was not
an assignment we tackled with any
great intellectual curiousity. After
all, we reasoned, our teenage indig
nation in high dudgeon, we'd just
finished The Odyssey," a decidely
gruelin:: poetic journey.
Our teacher. Mrs. Frankel, a
lore in.mov able as Scylla and as
unrelein,ng as Cha,rybdis, had bulled us through the epic, line
And
'd no sooner had the restless
Odysseus heen retmited with the
fa.:nlal Penelope, than Mrs. Franke: was ready to launch another
;Hiry adventure.
she collected "The Odyssey"
hand. she -distributed tat. 'n:es of our "new" book
-11.antio,: is a W
she
makes me cry."
1
led their eyesII: '21.S
and we girls were
be provoke,: to
English-c-lass assign. o.::1 take a lot more than
7,,k smeared mascara.
i c.. report that It an up hengtrg my He, but
:hat I

MAIN
STREET
BiConstance
Aezinder
That's why
.
I'm rc:t.eved I can,fanally fill in.,th.s
ga'p m 'my literary education
- tonight. at ttie ('urns Center lhea-•
ter al -.3{1 p.m., on the campus of
NIurrav State University.
The :953 film, "Ivanhoe" starring Robert Taylor. Elizabeth Taylor and Joan Fontaine, is being
screened as part of a three-day Sir
Walter Scott - Festh'al. Last night a
lecture on Scott and his place in literature was presented at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Tomorrow night a lecture at the
museum at 7:30 will focus on art in
.iterat...re, a presentation by Donald
Keyes. curator of the Georgia
Museum of Art.
Tonight's movje is the first film
in MSU's Cinema International

Series, Helen Roulston, of the university's English Department.. will
introduce the film and lead an audience discussion afterwards.
The crown jewel of the Scott
Festival is an exhibition of 20
'woven wall hangings, "Lady of the
Lake," by Philis Alvic, of Murray.
Inspired by the romantic Sir Walter
Scott poem of the same name, each
panel is evocative of specific passages from the text. But the panels
do not attempt to tell the story of
romance and ehivhlty, rather -they
convey the mood or feeling of the
poetry through the use of:colors
and shapes.
"Each piece in the exhibition has
several lines of poetry with it," Ms.
Alvic explains. "It's a device to get
people to spend a longer time looking at the piece of artwork."
Philis adds that, typically, gallery visitors will spend mere seconds viewing a piece of art. In the
"Lady of the Lake" exhibit she
hopes they will be drawn into longer meditations on the woven
panels because the designs are not
simple' narratives.
Philis Alvic began the weaving
project in the mid -80's because she
became intrigued with the artistic

challenge it involved. She wanted
Li) use a narrative poem that had
some name recognition, but was no
longer widely read. Walter Scott's
"1,,nly of the Lake" fit the bill
perfectly".
"I wanted something that people
hadn't read lately because I wanted
to be the one to create the images,"
she said.
One of the panels depicts the
Scottish Loch Katrine in a haze of
golds, greens. ambers and mauves.
When MS, Alvic :showed slide Of
that piece, to a_ Scottish native, the
women was amazed that the Weaving could evoke .such a strong
innige of that lake. Moreoever, the
v.orrian was astonished that AlYie
had never even seen a picture of
the actual place. She'd created her
images solely from the poetry of
"Lady' of the Lake."
The 20 woven wall hangings,
"Lady of the Lake," will be on
exhibit at the W'rather West Kentucky' Museum until March 2,
1991. — A Scott Festival" is supported in part by a grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Conncil.
All events are free and open to
the public. For more information.
call the :rase= at 502-762-477l.
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Letter to the Editor

•

Reader unsure whether legislature
has power to impeach, hold trials

•

-•

Dear Editor.
I am writing regarding the possible impeachment of Butch Burnet:es My understanding of our state
and feral constitutions is the
three branches of government each
have a distinct and separate job to
do and can not overstep into the
other's duties. They are the legislature.— makes laws, the Supreme
Court,— tries and the governor or
president enforces the law. If I am
correct how can the legislature
impeach Burnette or hold the -IranContra hearings? That is the job of
the courts, the last I heard, trials
and hearings were anyway.
This is not in any way shying
whether or not Burnette should be
impeached or that the Iran-Contra
hearings should not have occurred.
In fact the Iran-Contra hearings
most surely were needed. and the
airing on T.V did inform us of
wtiit was going on. But one questiolf is. how will this prevent such
as that from happening again and

Today In History

By JO BURKEEN

how can we prevent anyone:
from doing things like that
How can *the legislature
trials?
Betty Joyce Ray.
Route I.
Hardin, Ky. 42048
(Editor's Note The constitution
provide for the impeachment of
elected officials, both at the state
and national levels, and the procedures arc outlined for the House
and Senate to follow

Long

yiee Bcaslcy.
.rowned as
.ast year by
19 Order of

.itars ago
D.
; Mr. and Mrs.
F.L flork.ns. is one of 3,000 Air
f-nrce personnel chosen to participate in 1961 Presndential Inaugaral
Parade at Washington, D.C.
Randall Patterson, Calloway
('o.;71 Clerk, said 3,356
,ning licenses (statewide) were
here
Peen: h.r1:-.s reported at Nl_rray.
H
incl—le a boy to the Mr.
a:-,d Mrs. IlirA an; Nichols.
Mrs. Nlarne Randolph was hostess a: her home !or a rnect.ng of
Arts and Crafts Club.
Forty years ago
Forty Murray State College students have made applications for
degrees to be granted at midzyear
graduation
Assets at Bank of Murray at
close of business on Dec. 30, 1950,
were listed as S6,409,588.89 in the
published statement.
Mrs. A.G. Outland and Mrs.
A.O. Woods presented a lesson on
• Refinishing Furniture" at a meet.ng of North Murray Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs.
W,E. Johnson.
Frances Churchill is worthy matron and A.G. Walton is worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
C..iss: Leah
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There are 348 days
To,l.ly is Thursday. Jan. 17. the .7th
left in the -year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago. on J•an. 17, 1961, President Eisenhower warned in his
farewell address against "the acquisition of unwarranted influence,
whether sought or unsought. by the military-industrial complex. The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties
or democratic processes.''
On this date:
In 1706, Benjamin Franklin was horn in Boston.
In 1806, Thomas Jefferson's daughter, Martha, gave birth to James
Madison Randolph, the first child born in the White House.
Ten years ago: Iran's chief hostage negotnator said two separate clarifications had been requested on the terms and cond.tions of the U.S. transfer of Iranian assets through a third country as part of a resolution of the
hostage , crisis.
Five years,ago: President Reagan had three small polyps removed from
his colon; they proved benign.
One year ago: A federal judge in Miami set a March 1990 date for
-ex-Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega's drug -trafficking trial to begin.
(However, the actual start of the trial has been twice delayed, and has yet
to occur.)
Today's Birthdays: Ballerina-actress Moira Shearer is 65. Hair stylist
Vidal Sassoon is 63. Actor lames Earl Jones is 60. Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder is 60. Actress Sheree North is 58. Ventriloquist Shari Lewis
is 57. Former heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali is 49. Former heavyweight boxing champion Joe Frazier is 47.
• Thought for Today: "If there is one basic element in our Constitution,
'it is civilian control of the military.- — President Truman (1884-1974

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Here are Wednesday's win fling numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
Lotto:
7 - 2 - 5.
1-12,19-23-29-34.
Estimated jackpot: 53.5
million
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Assault weapons

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
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of fire:
600 rounds
per minute
•Effective range:650 feet
•Manufacturers: Israel Military Industries and Belgium's Fabrique
Nationale d'Armes de Guerre

"straighten Out decades of environmental neglect." a Senate leader
sponsoring it says.
Companion bills in the Senate
and fJouse_this week began what .
likely will he long journeys
through Committees Senate Presi-

AR-15(1A-16)

dent Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose
said Wednesday he wanted "to
help set the time I or the debate to
come.'

—4115
•Flats of Ilre:
600 to 950 rounds per minute
•Effective range: 1,300 feet
•Manufacturer: Colt Industries, Hartford, Conn

Committee.
"But it is

RugerlAini-14 MI*

Each of us ... is a polluter
Each of us generates garbage that
winds up in landfills," Rose said
—les easy to say yOu are Nk
environmentalist, to speak out
against global warming, poisoned
fish, deadly well water. ... What's
not so easy is to speak out against
the environmental consequences (it

4,4

Lock'inasterC,ffroll ,B.anks• said
by Si. Louis.
Line, Co., were
headedi ‘l.rvLlock in Evansville,
Ind , for ;n(pection on Tuesday.
The ac..cldent took place Sunday.
LoWng resumed shortly after 10
.m. CSI on Monday once the
,wollen Ohio River receded suffi_hlly. Flooding— had submerged
a two locks since Dec. 30.
!ocks closed, the tow-

Operalors of 3g of Kentucky's
75 landfills have told the state they
to

Nai!:ra

a..;:tiordy for !,
C'ntius sa.!,
slio...!A have a

co_h:y would
to Lase a garf!'
prouram iip:aLe '
co.a!,,4
"com,entee centers-

,

,,,t

tor-.:rt to

another use, rather than bring their
landfills up to hew state sti.ndards.
The deadline is July 1, 1992.
Deputy Natural Resources Secretary Tom Bennett told the cornmince that "we're OK till about
1995, after which landfill capacity will be a critical problem.
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Senate

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

1-1tA.`sr.

(.„
to a new sta:e school hoard'
NI,:anNA hi he, the chairman

senior ::. •••- `‘..r

!: •

The Department of Energy(DOE)issued a Notice ofIntent in
the Federal Register, October 22, 1990, to prepare a Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPE1S
)
addressing the potential environmental consequences of a
comprehensive environmental restoration and waste management program dealing with cleanup activities and waste
management practices at DOE facilities across the nation.
DOE invites interested agencies,organizations,and individuals to submit comments or suggestions in identifying environmental issues and in establishing the scope of the DPE1S at
the public scoping meeting to be held as follows:

resn.:
Robinson
holds a

by.. the
1Vilkinson

.
1I. hoard s

Company ready
to leave for Gulf
delayed by plane

Court of Appeals refuses
testing of parts from bus

ed in his
fluence,
let. The
I persist.
liberties

cointnittCe rote.

Wilkinson nominates eighth
person to state school board

boat Jessie Flowers, pushing 16
barges, tried to pass over the submerged earthen part of the dam
Sunday afternoon. The towboat
went •out' of control, -hit the dam
and overturned.
All 10 crew members e.
L.ko were injured. •
flanks siiid-ithezjessi.e
sank near gate 11 on
Kentucky, side of the river, .will
remain there until the water goes
down enough for an inspection. It
eventually will be raised, he said,
hut that could take days or weeks.
Banks said the sunken boat poses
no harard to other river traffic. He
said he won't know if the dam was
the river recedes

TRANKI:Ufd, K.(AP) — The
tots tor use hi a
su:t agaitist
...state Court of Appeals on WednesFord Motor Co., which manufacday rei....,ed to ai:o..s• testing of tured its chassis.
paris and mj:cria:s lroin the church
An appellate panel split 2-1. The
has on
27 people were killed
dissenter, Judge Tom Emberton of
hear Carrolitor:.
Edmonton, said he believed limited
Gettcral Fred Cowan's
testing would not destroy the bus'
s:atf off.cc—np-rTrrsed the request for --integrity —OrMirt eilTier
side in a
tots b6.•ause the bus remains evipossible retrial of Mahoney.
dence in the criminal case against
The 1977-model school bus was
drunken driver Larry W. Mahoney. owned by Radcliff First Assembl
y
Mahoney was sentenced to 16. of God church. It was carrying a
ears in prison for manslaughter, youth group home to /1ardin
Coun.:ssau it, wanton- endangerment and
ty on_May 14. 198X--v.ten - Mahodrunken driving, lie is seeking a
ney's pickup struck it on Interstate
new trial.
71
Parents of Shannon Fair and PatAutopsies showed all the victims
ricia Ni.nnallec, two of the 24 died in a fire that engulfed
the bus
. children killed on the bus, wanted
after the crash.

mittee, Democrat Fred Bradley of
Frankfort, said he expected numerous amendments to the bill and a
minimum of two weeks before a

Some of their features:
Soddwaste planning wou,d th.mos't
:
w ith the slat.'

what most people support as

SCJURCES Chicago Tribune Jane s infantry Weapons

!elf:ming to normal Wednesday
a!t•er lo,•ks reopened and crews salthe last of 16 barges that
!•roke
k.)sk.' as a towboat went
tib P!ver during the

Schate Bill 2, which Rose and
Senate Majority floor Leader Joe
piinNor. and the companion
II
--,h prop( ise a slate A
Aaste control and

first step

environmental neglect ... arid
abuse," the Winchester Detnoc.r.:;
said.

•Rate of fire. 40 rounds per minute (semiautomatic version)
II Effective range: 980 feet
•Manufacturer: Sturm. Ruger and Co Inc , Southport, Conn.
--AK-47
Inflate of
fire: 600
rounds
per minute
II Effective range: 980 feet
•Manufacturers: Soviet Union, China, Bulgaria. East Germany,
Hungary, North Korea, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia

a necessary

in a- long and complicated campaign to straighten out decades of

Full-automatic version made
for police and the military
fires 750 rounds per minute

SN111111.AND. Ky. (AP)
River traffic at the Sinithland Dam was

policy,—

.1 he administration's bill is far
from perfect, Rose told the Senate
Agriculturt; and Natural Resources

River traffic at Smithland Dam returns
to normal after towboat sinking

4g days
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solid -waste bill sought by Gov.
WilknsoaILe
ix an attempt to
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Senate leader says 'each of us is a polluter'

Here sea few of the more popular assault weapons. Rate of file
figures ane for fully automatic versions. Semiautomatic versions can
fire rounds only as fast as one can pull the trigger.
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Hello
Stranger!

January 22,

Searching for answers Vo lI
who what where questions
about your new tity
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative it s roy jut) to hell
you ger over the hurdles of berg
a nevveomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice or.
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

fly
..rrtx
Bon DaNlii.nael, a Fort Knox

spokesman, said he didn't know
why the chartered 747 didn't arrive
in Loa; he. It was to fly the 150
to 200 nlen out Wednesday night.
said an-other chartered 7-17. w!,:,•h, left Standiford
Field earker en the •
the .turt of the V.
overrinzfd in Bangor, Ma.'ne.

Executive Inn1 Executive Blvd.

Individuals may register to speak at the public scoping
meeting in advance by calling(61)576-0727, or in person, at
the public scoping meeting before or d uring each session.Two
sessions,are scheduled, one at 9:30 a.m., and one at 600 p.m.
Individual comments should be no longer thirn five minutes.
Comments presented at the meeting or, written comments
postmarked by February 22, 1991. will be coinsidered in the
preparation of the DPEIS. Written comments on the scope of
the DPE/S should be addressed to Mr. Nelson Lingle, Deputy
Director, Environmental Restoration Division, U.S. Department of Energy,Oak Ridge,Tennessee,37831-854L Envelopes
should be marked "Environmental Restoration Waste Management PEI'.

those

IMLISVILLE, Ky. (Al')
Fort Knox soldiers spent the
. a hangar at the Louisville
after the plane •: •

Paducah, Ky

ervmAig
Hostess Kathryn Ootiana /53 30/9
Hostess ingeboty .ny 492 8348

"I he con.pahy :hal. stayed over
night :,7 -StanWforcrTield spentThe
night Un a
H

_

All the so:diers
members of the 1(+:h lee
Battalion.

o James ,
e clarifiS. transin of the

JAN. •

ASHin
a FLASH

red from
date for

2302 Kentucky
Paducah,KY

o begin.

d has yet
ir stylist
L. Douri Lewis
49. For-

Republii now,has a convenient drive-up automated
teller ma( bine(ATM). Combine that with a Republi checkin
c
g

stitution,
-1972).

or savings account Dike our no fee Carefree Checking)and
you can get cash in a flash, 24 hours a day.
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Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you access to
Your money 1(wall\ and around the world.
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-REPUBLIC
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1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
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,Atftliated with the ..tatrwide Reintigie xroup of bankc and hnartcial vrnice companies.
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling Green•ElizabethttiwnoVrankfort•Lexington•Louisville•Ma
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MURRAY TODAY
Dismissals and new babies are
listed for two days by hospital
Dsm:suk a: Nturray-Calloway
County liosp!larlor Tuecday, Jan.
15, hase bk:,:n released as lollows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Linda Kay Stalls, 1307
Kirkwood. M,.rray. Ledustie V
Grases. 1:22 Brdgette St Par..
\x,.H.da jIrJor, 1214
M......'•ra\
A 00.;

Murray: Hardin Jenkins, Rt. 2. P—
urvear. -Tenn.; Mr Kathy -E.
Smith and baby girl,. Rt. 2. Box
145, Paris. Tar: •
Mrs. Eolia F. Miller, 602 Mu.:
Jo w Line, Murray, Mrs. Annie I
Johnson, 1604 Wiswell Rd., Slur
ray, Mrs. Elane Bradkowski, R:
!, Box 250-F, Gilbertsville.
ir"
Mrs. "Satah Mc I-One's:1719
."
\17,
,
kkirosc., Murray Mrs. Ruby Sue
Bot, 24.; K•r'...,‘ ‘1-,
rK's
Davenpori, 108 Foirview. Pan-.
.kan C 1eji,e. IC:. Box 12'•
Inn.. Mrs. Opal Louise Watkin,
Par.' fenr.,
1409 Vine St.. Murray:
, Mrs. Bertha Anderson, RI,
Bentor., Tommy h
:. Box 42. Farmington, M.-Mary Johnson and
boy. It:. ;. Box 1027, Murray.
Mrs 'Teresa A. 1 rd‘iS and baby
Rt. 2. Box 239, Wingo, Mr,
g•7..
Marie Miles an.,1
1'47
Ci!enh;i‘en.
zfix
!THEATRES!
MY'. JJ Ann Sp7.q:.i.!
' :OS ,S,r;r1 Porter St .
•
•
Mrs Tina C Darnell and
•
•
•
'
4 , N1,.77.1
•
B.- '40
g.•
•

Kindergarten Cop

Three new6orr admissions and
.•,.rr av -Cal lowax
:or \Vcdnesd,*.
Jan. 16. hase been rdeased as

Miiiray Ledger 8r Times

Burkern, editor

Calloway 4-H Awards dinner held
The Calloway County 4-H Achievement and- Awards Dinner was held
recently in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School.
Jane H. Steely, County_Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth Development,
said thc event was held to honor 4-Hers and leaders for their achievements for the 199) 4-11 sear

superstars 4-11 Club of Southwest Elementary School presented
academic awards for members with most improved grades during the
semester. Winners were Leslie Steely, left, first semester, and Lisa
Cooper, second semester. Presenting the awards was Nan Rogers,
club leader.

Angela Fortner, right, was selected as Outstanding member of Westwood 4-11 Club. The award, sponsored by Penny Homemakers Club,
was presented by Murrell Madrey, left.

Newborn .1(1.fIlisSil,rls

Home Alone
PG

Edward
Scissorhands
_
NOT Without
35
My Daughter
3 Starring Sally Feed

‘1axine Scott, right, 4-H leader, ,resented the awards of Award of
.Excellence contest,-sponsored by Courier-Journa , 1.aDawn Cook,
left, Purchase Area winner and ;recipient of certificat • nd $100 savings bond, and Kristina Todd, Calloway County Ju
Winner.

Theresa and Greg.
. Murray. •
Ic baby boy, mother.
9 Reynolds. Paris.

Dismissals ••-,
Jr 1S1OB
Nanee, Rt. X, Box
12A, M-array. James Boggess,
3 Men & A Godfather
Dexter;
Little Lady PGiPart 3 R,
10,7, Ys1ary• Mae (;arner, Rt. 1,
•
. Tenn.: Mrs.
Bbrgain Matinees
Llis Dr.. !slurSat & Sun. ONLY
Ewen Mazness Beach. 1631
Adult $3. Child $2.50
l);Ye St..
Hoy Hns, Rt. 1, Box -•i32.
Runt )our mu% les • al the m..% :
J,!rry Ray, 500 North-L.P.
iluI( hr.1nut .• 713 1'14
Mrs. Lenore Bell
•
(41.rn ll.,m I.. 1., pm
•
110 Williams- Ave.,

Melody Parker, seated left, and Jacob Falw, seated right, were
crowned 1991 Junior 4-11 Queen and King. Presenting their awards
were Laurie Jo Parker,, left, 1990 Junior 441 Queen, -and Becky
Freeze, 1990 Senior 4-11 Queen.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TAMMY!
'....-Orne by
Cmy & WistC NOPPv
' 901PICACy'

Happy Birthday,
Tommy, from ail
of Les at Pier II

Selected .as, 1990 winner of 4-11 Participation Award was Melody
Parker, left; This award is' givento the 4-tier who compiles the most
points in the county 4-11 activities. Maxine Scott made the
presentation.

1

S 5off.al .L1DOK

Graduate to Gold

.Jennifer Hughes, center, was presented a plaque [Or Outstanding
Hub member of East Vi inners 4-11 Club by Judy Stahler, left, and
Beth laIwell, leaders.

dnle4
rK
asnig

High School

Class Rings

Area 1990 4-H award winners were, from left, front row, Joseph Tidwell, Jacob Falwell, Nathan Fortener, -middle row, Melody Parker,
Lisa Warner, Miranda Rogers, Amanda Lampert, Laurie Jo Parker,
back row, Angela Fortener, Amy Wood, LaDawn Cook, Kristina
Todd and Rebecca Todd.

PL FREE(LSTOM
FEATURES

4

;

Pk?i,
Vt.

Arlie Scott, right. was honored by the 4-11 Council for four years IA
sersice as a solunteer leader. Presenting Scott with a certificate and
4-H., pin was Joyce 1 idwell, president of Calloway County 4-H

Cook's Jewelry
Murray

Central Shopping Center

753-1606

-DA-TE-BOOK
FAMILY YMCA
Wr
V CHEERLEADING CLINIC

1

13()(s's'achieves 4.0 standing
r

•

"4

.: 4

Saturday, January 19
10 a.m.-Noon
MSU - Carr Health Building.

:a Bicess and Mickey Boggess, both of
or the fail semester at Memphis
.2- n
a graduate assistant working on
hlness at the university. Boggess
from. Murni.y..5.t;kie
*, •
•

1)
k:

a

frni'd on page 7

MSU CHEERLEADERS
will be the instructors

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
*Girls will perform
at half-time of
MSU-TN State

Basketball game

0FREE
T-Shirt

For more information & registration,
call

759-YMCA

$2--$3 OFF/gal.
.in Stock Wok Coverings •Biiinds

A

‘11.AINTS
.Bigelow Carpet

eal Cht
461/
759-4979
306 E. Main St.

Four-Hers receiving plaques and awards for being named 1990 County winners were, from left, front row, Heather Wrye, Joseph Tidwell,
Jacob Falwell, Seth Grogan, Nathan Falwell, Terry Warner, middle
row, Tiffany ,Davis, Miranda Rogers, Lisa Cooper, Jennifer Hughes,
Sara Houston, Amanda Lampert, Laurie Jo Parker, Rebecca Todd,
Via( rfsW,'Sfeliify Parker, Valerie Chapman, Angela Fortner, Leslie
Steely, Lisa Warner, Amy Wood, Brad Galloway, Becky Freeze,
LaDawn Cook and Kristina Todd.

6 a m-10 p m
Doily
t
tz arit 12th & Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start of $3.95 - Offer Good Thni Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

=4141

•

siok

14111Q,#.#110010111{Ailigieleift044,"

J•-•••4110.1.910.01..41..
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Harper and Skinner wedding planned
1M011
1

Miss Collette Harper of Paris,
'Fenn., and Rodney Skinncr of Murray announce their approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Scott of Paris and of James Harper of Melbourne, Ha.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skinner of
Murray.
Miss Harper is a graduate of
Henry County High School of Paris
and is employed by Mohon International of Paris.
Mr. Skinner is a graduate of
Murray High School and is
employed by Fisher Price Toys.
A private ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 26, in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. .Leroy
Gaines, uncle and aunt of the
groom-elect.

Thursday, Jan. 17
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Thursday, Jan. 17
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Ltiuie's Steak House.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
'fern, will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753:3580.

Annual Girl Scout Cookie Kickoff will he from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at Robertson Elementary School.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will he at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St, Leo Catholic
AA and Al-Anon will have
cios,:d meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For infor!1.1;!:, L AI 759-4059 or 753-7661.
11
Rohcrts Post 6291 of
VI.Lrans. of Foreign Wars wilt
7 p in at Willis Center.
Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 7 p. an
Community Center. Nlent!iers note change in meeting plaLC.

Collette Harper mut

"Ivanhoe" iil be shown at 7:30
p.m. in Culls Center Theatre,
Murray State Vniversity, as first
film in Cinema International services.-There is no cltarge.
Seminar for persons interested in
applying for a U.S. Small Business
Administration guaranteed loan to
start a new business or expand an
existing one will be from 6:30 to 9
rm. in Rom-254, Businm
(ng, Murray State University_ For
information -call 762-2856

Thursday, Jan. 17
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Churib will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; MSU Stu Liturgy'
Planning at 6 p.m.; Choir Practice
at 7 p.m.
Young N Hearts will meet at
10:30 a.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Mothers' Day Out will he at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist ( Mach
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet ,at 7 p
with Rena Moody.
Rescr% ations for buffet with frog
legs front r to 8. 10 p.m.iridayat
Murray _Country Club should-. -be
made by toniglo by calling

Murray High School Freshman
host
.Buys Basketball "learn
Lone Oak

il'Znt'd on page 141

Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

LAST CHANCE

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

1991 Sergers at
1990 Prices
Model 784
Sug. Retail $849

'1 win Lakes Antique Car Cluh
will meet at 7 p.m. at Country
- K lichen. Draffenville.

Rodney Skinner to marry
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In conjunction with the current exhibition, "Sticks' and
"Time...Pieces." in the Eagle Gallery at Murray State University. Larry
Hackle, curator of the "Sticks" exhibition, will he available Friday. Jan.
18, at the Calloway County Public I.ihrary to evaluate walking slicks
from private collections and talk .with walking stick carvers about their
art. He will he at the library from 10 a.m. until noon and from I 30 4'30
p.m. on Frrday.

PWP plans dance on Saturday
Paducah Parents Without 'Partners will have a "Winter Wonderland
Dance" on Saturday, Jan. 19, at 8 p.m. at riding Club Building, 30th and
Monroe Streets, Paducah. The admission will he S3 which will include
soft drinks, coffee, snacks and door prizes. This is an open dance-and all
adults are invited. For more information call 1-44L2.432.

Dog Club will meet on Sunday

was Melody
iles the most
made the

German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Sunday, Jan.
20, at I p.m. at Glendhenmere Kennels, Murray. A discussion about the
AKC Good Citizenship Test for dogs to be held in the spring will he
discussed. The purpose of the club is to promote a positive image of German Shepherd dogs. "All German Shepherd dog owners are encouraged to
join," said Mary Adelman, president. For more information call 416-2X5s
or 1-247-8433.

Secretaries will meet Monday
Professional Secretaries International will meet Monday, Jan. 21. at Sir
loin Stockade, South 12th Street, Murray. DOralyn Lamer, assistant super,
intenctent-of -Mtirray Independent _Schools-will
ject will he "Leadership." Dinner will be at 5:30 p.m. and the program at
6 p.m. Anyone interested in learning more about the organization is
invited to attend, according to Laura Jirak Lohr of the publicity.
committee
-

Joseph Tidlody Parker,
e Jo Parker,
ok, Kristina

Thetas will hear geita Moody

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday. Jan.
21, at 7 p.m. at the club house.. Reita Moody, chaplain at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital, will talk about "Stress Management." Hostesses will he Maxine Scott, Jo Burkeen and Martha. Guier

Music Friends to meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Jan. 20, at 2 p.m. at
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all persons
interested in music and singing. For information call Velvaleen Bur-keen,
.
753-6979_

-Stifferdinner zoill-be Friday
A buffet dinner featuring frog legs will be served at Murray Country
Club on Friday, Jan. IS, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Reservations should he made
by tonight (Thursday) by calling Debbie Williams, 753-8116,

IN( )1/V
n.

Sewing Machine Co

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reidland, Ky.
(Midi
898-7301 or 1-800-599-USEW

Pie first Antiques and Collectables Market of 1991 will he
Jan 20. Iron a iii. to 4 p m in arena building at Fairgrounds at Can:
Girardeau. \10 F.1/4 hihitors from four states will have antique. glass'.:'
Ji)1k. baseball cards. furniture, primitives, paper Ameri..,.
1;1, and varmtus other collectable, For more' information or a calendar ..l
HI certs coll or 'Ante %H.,: N. Aell, 2113 Nottingham, Cape G

Singles' dance to be at Curris Center
The dance for Singles Organizational Society will he Saturday. Jan. 19,
from 7 to 10 p.m. at the Curris Center, Murray State University, instead
of the place previously listed in the calendar sent out by the Singles. A
1)-.1 will provide the music with admission befiag S. All singles are
invited to attend. For more information
Pamela. 753-7638, Jeanne.
75V-0224, Mary. 1-527-0115, or Margaret. !-247-2249

a

,Antiques Market will be Sunday

Hackley to be at library Friday

Youth will meet Saturday

Woodm.:71 of the World Youth Group will niee
Crady Hall at WOW Youth Camp, t1 S
1 1;
Li71
I Nit7illI hH .1/4 he a movie and ptita party' for young. 8
.rr]
WOW Camp at about p.m. For inforina

Dixieland Shopping Center On Chestrult

FINAL CLEARANCE
SALE

non

Auditions planned at
PlayhouseALitn

for "The -laming of the Shrew" by William Shakespeare will
be Monday and 1 uesday, Jan. 21 and 22, at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. A large cast of men, women and several young actors/actresses are
Leedcd. Bob Valentine will he diret tor or the production to be March 22.
"-and 74. and 19. 10 and 1 1

W.A.T.C.I I. needs more cans
\\.A.T.c.ii.(work activities training center for the handicapped) Center
712 Nt!in St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may leave them
.11Lefltct. Monday through Friday. For more information call
7c9 -;1P,;.

Johnny Carson's

70

0/0

All Fall & Winter Merchandise
(All merchandise from Paris has been mired to
this sale.)
—Sale Starts Friday 10 a.m.—
No Exchanges
All Sales
or Layaways
Final

Murray for

SMNTS
January Clearance Sale

first wife will not
get more
NEW YORK (AP) --,- Johnny
Carson doesn't have to increase the
$13,500 a year alimony he gives
his first wife, a judge has ruled.
. Even if Joan "Jody" (arson
were about to go on welfare, she
wouldn't be entitled to more
money front the multimillionaire
talk show host 'because she has
remarried, State Supreme Court
Justice Phyllis Gangehlawb.J.uka....
uesd ay. The couple di‘orced about 30
years ago.
Ms. Carson receives S13,500
annualfy through art agreement she
and her tonna husband -signed in
the 1960s and modified in 1970.
In her petition, Ms. Carson asked
the court to increase her payments
to S112010, saying the current
payments did not allow her to live
with dignity.

PLU
OF
SF$1

Coats

Entire Stock
Fall &

Winter

69" to 249"/

Sportswear

113t0112off

113t02130ff

Naturalrzer LIe Sled*,
Audeves Proxy. Barr a Laxby
a OINKS
— —

shfrls tops coordinates,
acNewea, and more

Pints

Winter

Suit

49"to144'

Shoes

Gloves
Dresses

113t01120

113t01120fi
Reg 60 to 19,i

RPg 86.- to 26C1"

ran It winter styles & core,

11990 Coun•
eph Tidwell,
rner, middle
lifer Hughes,
•becca Todd,
.tener, Leslie
ecky Freeze,

got a

DU...

E PIE
P.M.

iFeb.11.
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Boxing champ
Foreman, wife
have ninth child

THE

Raincoats

TREASURE HOUSE
Get organized with

HUMBLE, Texas (AP) — Former. heavywieght boxing champ
George Foreman has welcomed the
arrival of his ninth child — his
fourth little George.
Foreman's wife, Joan, gave birth
Wednesday at Northeast Memorial
Hospital to a son weighing 8
pounds, 13 ounces.
The latest arrival was named
George V. The fighter's other three
sons also are named George.
Foreman will turn 43 before his
scheduled April 19 title fight
against Evander Holyfield.
The cx-champ held the title from
1973-74 and began a comeback in
1987 after a 10-year retirement.

Tp Out Lining

Date
Keepers
by
Design House,Inc.

1/3toll2oft

Olga Bras

30%to 50%off

Reg 94". to 230'

Reg 160' to 400'

black cower dere. purpe
trench styles & lull becks

leather,
a suede
long coats & tarkets

Jewelry

Frit rP 9to7.1.

Leathers

20,0

off

Reg 19' 10 23

Robes &
Lou ngewear

Lingerie

Southside Shopping Center

753-6798
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*Calendars *Daily ExpressIm Organizers
*Address Books

Handbags
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Lakers fall, but make tough 'Cats `earn it'
;loot play‘.hut,would have to wIO
noth games while Franklin Simpson lost both Of their remain!rig pool games in order for Calloto adsance into Saturdas's
7a' rounds
.L :or% ho).).es cr. ma % ha% a
or):
shot ,ISSJS Ion the I ak
le. doAr, earl% aga--,
k
',

Stall Report
1.t.trav Lotigor It Immo Sports

-,.

*spite the le) nom( find! mar( I ..1) County Laker.
,,
.nto Franklin
a"
in the firs:
Is.

on

pr,

e Tlit)cd. prett L
;he rest of the ha.,:

hump_.1.ranklin-Sialpson responded tvs
casing hack out in front, and ('alto
lianiel
a‘ had to come out of their /one
ense and attack the hall in the
PARKER
nal few minutes, resulting in the
./14 id.ats managing to spread the
Ledger S times Sports Lditor
:.nal margin at the free throw line
Ae played them a lot closer
1 he io
than the final score indicates.a. ths.'S sa , MUNI
go on But Ahat about the
Wall said, adding that "I as really
pleasesi ith how we played in that.
ttfl111 ,1,i1 k.e - ot last ntglittls
1";11:11:10!-"-`77rt.t4Trarroxitt-PUT-U—
outbreak
of \Aar "betAcen
)1e . game together like that, it'll
Iraq
_
_
.ind the ArnertLan led allied fure. the L ontinuat on or cancel
.ition ()I spirting e%ents has
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said
Franklin Simpsor,
out to 12 points '
•s'

near he and
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efte
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Sports
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Kentucky downs Ole Miss, remains unbeaten in SEC
I trot.ble against the press.
'

By the time Richie Farmer hit a
1 -pointcr with 11 minutes to go in
!..e first half, they had a 26-12
ad‘a:::age. Kentucky had as much
a 21 -point advantage (41-22)
tar a Pc!phrey 3-pointer before
„•;tiing for a 49-35 halftime lead.
Sean Woods added 17 points
..•ron Feldhaus 12 for the We
Regg!e Hanson contributed 11
,.rots and a game -high 13

LeRon Ellis' tip-in at buzzer lifts Syracuse over Connecticut
By

The Associated Press

i

Out of the Valley?
Football schedule's the 'tip ot the i( eberg' of Middle's
grievances: Raiders explore joinillg ;mother conference

•

•

•

•

• i,

• .L•re the American So..
Southland, SouthwestL.::.
this Lkill help open
S'...r.:•ird said.
a or me to learn more about the
ese other conferences we've talked
h e: the. Ohio Valley Conference
2 1991 football schedule that
'.!..rfreesboro. and the season
Stadium in Nashville.
, 'Alit: the sLhedule,
ar!t1 at Eastern Kentucky

.s
A
F,Jit
se

Are Now Open And Proudly
Introducing Ow- Weekend Specials!

.;
-

OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD
Every Friday BUFFET
*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
&'Saturday "Raked
rod *Shnmp *Sea Strips
”
$6
(Start% at 4 p.m.)
*Deviled Stuffed Crab 'Crab Salad
Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!

Creole *Cole Slaw
*if ish Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings

Saturday &
Sunday Morning
Breakfast Buffet
Sunday Noon
Buffet
rF

nip

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB $8
"
•Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy
---!-Frouch—Toa44--*-Hash--B-row4--Potatoes-*.frepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
firti! *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice

OUR FAMOUS
*Roast Beef *Turkey & Dressing
*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

641 S.,

Murray, KY
.1,

• -

in one direction and, hopefully,
as compete at another level."

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
Tracy ..:.cKinney

753-0362

((It S. 1th St.
.is Ks .

,
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$595

ErreVent Food, Courteous Secucce, and a Pleasant Environment to Dine Is Our Tradition
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Baseball Card

MEETING

SHOW

Friday January 18th
12 Noon
Sirloin Stockade

Jan. 18 & 19
Curris Center

*All Racer Club Members
8 General Public Invited

FREE ADMISSION

(Main Level)

FRIDAY SATURDAY
Noon-? 8 am.-?

i,ur co .ege tiaskewall game in Nodh Carr_ -a was postponed, Wayne Gretzky urged the
to cancel its All-Star game and NBA play
and tans held hands Wednesday night after
n a broke out in the Persian Gull All pro sports
,,ants went on as scneduled, for now The
tfitA said it would 'seek additional guidance
t.::rn the White House arid Stale Department"
• Thursday The NFL said earlier this week
1 it had no plans to cancel Sunday's Champ•
• flip games
. Chapel Hill, NC , the game between No 5
Carolina arid North Carolina Slate was
.1CiOned The announcement was made
8 25 pm EST, about a hall-hour before
.ft The US Naval Academy will review the
ition to determine whether to continue the
Keiball season, athletic director Jack Len;yrf, said In Annapolis, Md , an announcement
it Uf....ichters had attacked tract was made
halftime of in. Richmond-Navy basketball
• •,e About 40 percent of the fans went home
. that point

Murray Slate football banquet hat been

..ey pdennonTer Some schedules list the
rtuet set for Saturday night, but no dale has
se, as of yet tbr the banquet

All-A Classic
and &readings tor the gels' All-A Reg • which features the Murray High Lady
,
rs, have been set The tournament will be
I at Ballard Memorial High School Jan
•
with action tipping off at 5 p m Wednes
f Jan. 23. when No. 8 seed St Mary faces
' 9 Fulton City. No 5 Heath will play No 4
ard at 630 p.m , while No 6 Carlisle Coun:, Ail lace Fulton County at 8 pm The Lady
the No 7 seed, will face Hickman Coune No 2 seed at 6 pm Thursday, Jan 24,
'e No -seed Mayfield wet face the winner
S Mary Fulton City at 7 45 Semifinals are
for Imlay at 6 p rr. arid at 745, while the
erpionship game e ii p oft at 730 p m
:lurday, Jan 26

Hole-in-one
B Scott, Jr. of Murray. an avid golfer who
ctitedly plays around 300 days per year,
,..orded his third hole-in-one Monday eery) on the teCOrtf hole at Murray Country
.b Scott was playingin a group that included
' • AD Wallace, William Noggins, A Nowell
„-fam and Hama West, all of Murray

I or the second straight "reek, a new Murray.
'ate standout has been named 'Newcomer of
e Week' in the Ohio Vaney Conference John
.1 ire son, a forward for the Racers, gathered 37
• • ts, and 40 rebounds in three games for the
..jrcers, including a career-high 17 rebounds
if,-day against IUPU/ Last week, MSU freshly: Jer,niter Parker of Murray was named
. •••.s OVC Newcomer of the Week

•

N YORK
•

. I..'; of Golden Slate

at-icarl ct Jar-"s Worthy Of the Los
L akers for the second Western Confer-

fo,orard position in the most recent count
e lar,s' NBA All Star votes. Mullin had
5,9X dote5 to Worthy's 134,150 Utah's Karl
0e leads all forwards with 224,768 San
o cer,ter David Robinson remained the
•,rercers leading vole-getter with 258,063
:ran ^g guards were Magic Johnson of the
••
it 5.863 and C;yclie Draifer of Pori;
w.lr, 124,060 The All-Star game will be
C.•-•.arotte, NC . Feb. 10. Batwing
trrough Jan 23
• • • •
BE NO, Ind — LaPhonso Ellis. Notre
en. :eacting Scorer and rebounder, is
rnengEile and will miss the rest of
seaton The accounting major passed all
ctsurSeS thrt-tarted to maintain the 20 grade
-age Notre Dame requires for athletes to
-pefe, InSh Coach Digger Phelps said. Ellis.
'Do' 9
from East St Louis, III, was
•••.-tg r g 164 pants and 10 5 rebounds

Storeys Food Giant
Buchanan Disintsibrig
Winans Construction
Ton lakes Shoreline live
Wilkerson RO04•41
Team 010
Peoples Bata
Go Getters
Hoer Noel & Assoc
Thurman Furniture
Team 011
Futrell Trio
Chadenck SheISC.nseng
• •
High Sono* Handicap
Lesko Turner 1662/
High Swiss Screich
Leslie Turner (5691
High Genie Handicep
Betty Smith 12501
High Gem• Scretch
Denise Rod* )22l1

5.74. 276
44 31
45 35
41 34
12 ati
414 3414
41 39
40 40

NI 44
354 4414
27 53
MA 534
NA 53'4

SUNDAY MIGHT MIXED

TEAM
C hadwsck SkielliGinsong
Buchanan Dislitkiting
ShOneyS
T11.1,1 1112
Double I,01,04
SI,IRets
Odd Coupes
Team 69
lhPoy
ueu

who$

Team s5
Team si
Compete Auto Repair
High Series Handicap
Men — Joe Sons (749). Women — PJ Haney 648)
High Series Scratch
Men —
Sons (704). Women — Carolyn Mallow
I537t
High Genre Handicap
Men — Jos Sons (269) Women — Carolyn Maslow
12351
High Gam• Scratch
Aran — Joe Suns 1257) Women — Carolyn Ma000r
12031

TEAM

W I

Bights a let's
*Away Monegkins
Brooklyn Brawlers
Fast Fireballs
Teem 05
Team St
TEAM W L
Pinoustres 1,1
Prime Swine int
Team 57
Team 05
Team 116
Team 52
Demented Women
• • •
High Series Mandrel*
A Boys — JR Ports 1302) A Gifts — Lindsay Atkins
:
3,
3 t2
4:.ye, ,B Boys — Justin Hertken (6521.8 Gris — Wendy
1527). C Boys — Tony AtAns.(6783 C Guts —
DBarrietil. Banks 15831
High Series Scratch
A Boys — JR Potts 0221 A Gins — Lindsay Atkins
(174), B Boys — John Young 149113 8 Gals — Wendy
Babbor (377), C Boys — Trnnhi Sons (566). C Girls —
0,ia Fat (4751
High Gerrie Handicap
A Boys — JR Pons (tS2i, A Girls — Lindsay Ant•ns
(222) El Boys — Arian Herbed (22t),8 Gin is — Wendy

Batter 12231, C Boys — Mchaei Barnett (246).0 Gins
— Ludes Bares (222)
High Game Scratch
A Boys — .1 R. Pots 1623 A Guts — Lindsay Atkins
11231.8 Boys — John Young 1173), 13 Girls — Wendy
Bobber (173), C Boys — Michael Barnett (214), C Girls
— Luaika Banks 11701

ii

DILLER OR DOLLAR
Plat,14C
F utrel Tile
Harris Welding
121 Food Man

To

Gate

St Leos ho1C
Wingfoot Goa

By JOHN SOLOMON
Associated Press Writer

57 31
36.4
51 37
50 se
491. 384
43 45
357. 52".

• • •
High Series Handicap
Teem — Pubic Ice (1879), Indi‘ndual — Pat Heasislrode
(7091
High Serie* Scratch
Turn — Pubic Sue 116631, iridmnduil — Pr Hessevooe

1670)

High Game Handicap
Team — Public Ice (6691, individual — Pat Hestevode
1279)
High Gams Scratch
Teem — Public Ice (5973 indrvidust — Pat Hemelrode
12661

WAUKESHA, Wis. -- Tarique
Al-lesa kept his mind on his father
holed up in Kuwait while he played
with his heart on a Wisconsin
basketball court.
Al-lesa, a 6-foot-7 center who in
1987 and 1988 played on the
Kuwaiti National basketball team.
scored 21 points Wednesday night
to lead Wisconsin -Waukesha to a
93-86 victory over Waukesha Tech
in a junior college game.

Boys
A•

TOu,nornant•
Ref pa ClailitIC

"I needed to play, and play well
to win," said Al-lesa, who lcht
Kuwait last summer about Vom
weeks before the Iraqi 'invasion. ''l
think I was a little bit fired up, mad
enough to take it out on the baskeball court."
The 21 -year-old Kuwaiti, ‘+t..:i
lives with his American -horn
mother in Waukesha while attending school, said he had been unable
to contact his father since the Iraqi
invasion Aug: 2.
His lather, Azzam Al-lcsa. is a
civil engineer who owns a construction company in Kuwait City.
"I haven't heard.ilrom him.
heard from my grandmother
aunt who are in Switzerland
they said they got a letter oat ti
him and and learned he is OK," IL
said.
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(Coned from page 8)
will stay open, the cinemas
continue to show the Li
releases, the fast-food restauriii.:,
VIII go on frying and grillin;
pouring._ „
Some or us feel that it's,
tant to lead as normal a life .as pos
sible. Auburn- basketbatl coac,;
Tommy Joe,Eagles sa.id before last
night's loss to Vanderbilt that
have to continue to pursue our
ly routine. If we disrupt that routine, it's almost like a victory tor
Iraq ... being able to hold us hos
tage in our own homeland:.
I'm not sure that I can go i, .
that far, and I can certainls
pathize with Gretzky and w it11
South arolina guard Barry Manning, who has four cousins in the
Gulf and who said he felt guilts
"running up and down the co,,i•
leeling free, and they're over Om.
defending our country- during las -

INJURED?
CALI.
DONAATTOR
LDNEYA.
JONES
AT LAW
oncentrating In Personal Injur) & Vkorker's I omp.
NO

CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
Ki.T' I LUK‘i LANA 1301.', NI.r
I',GA! PR r\r -I

SM.(.1-11 1.11.5 (11

GET YOUR SCRATCH
& SAVE CARD!
EVERYONE SAVES!

YORK — The US. Soccer Federation
I Rob Gl-sler would be replaced as national

coacr ,1 an internationally experienced
,- sor -s 'o.rnd Ganster, the team's coach
January- 1989, said he was aware of the
arid sad he would continue until he is
ed Under Gansler, the team qualified for
4o'Id Cup for the first time since 1950. But
▪
C'3 at last June's tournament in Italy
'..),sned 23-rd among 24 nations. Gansler,
c-is hired by former USSF president WerF,_ker, who intended to keep him on as
••- rough the 1994 World Cup, the first to
in the United Stales. But Fricker's bid

P

your item ano save
with scratch card

a

worth $10. $20 or $30 oft
any in stock appliance Or home
electronics purchase Of $200 or more r

• rtclion was defeated by Aar Flo•rer

• August

(
I ti P::-

!.; NARK, NJ — The World Boxing Council's
-lot to legally strip heavyweight champion
.rder tiolylield of the tale was thrown out by
ri -al judge and thrown back to state court
id3C attorney Gabriel Penagancano said the
Louncd would seek speedy arbitration of its
effort to take the crown away from Holylield for
• fighting former champ Mike Tyson

THIS GIANT-SCREEN TV
WITH SURROUND'SOUND
IS SURE TO BE A WINNER!

Four-Time Consecutive
President's Award Winner
1986-1987-1988-1989

• Mrs stereo surround Sound
features 4 front speakers plus
a pair ot 10 w speake•s for
theater like surround sound'
33 function universal remote
controls most VCR s and
Cable Systems TOO'

MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
W L
524 276

SATURDAY NIGHT'S

R

VAV;
Ir.

E

/LC/IAN iq
.-priv-pervalw!
/ PM CENTRAL
VAMISVTIend. Foe vsfoe

\\%I.v.il Man For Hose'

6Pb.
30 PARTICIPANTS
Mee NONE MN AC11011
CALL YOUR Calf COMPANY NOP

The Highest Honor A
Ford Dealer Can Achieve

Joe Atkins,51,a native of Puryear,Tn., hasjoined the
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
Joe, a graduate of Puryear High School, brings with
him 28 years ofexperience in the West Tennessee area.
Joe started selling Ford products after being discharged from the army in 1962.
The son of Taylor and Lela Wilson Atkins, Joe is
married to the former Shelby Davis and has two
children, Gene of Los Angeles and Kim, a graduate
student at MSU.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Joe joins Nick
Ryan, Ron Wright, Larry McCully, Rodger Mayer,
Thomas Jones, Dwight McDowell and Joe Rowland on
the dealerships sales staff.
"We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to
our business. They have helped us win the President's
Award for customer satisfaction for the fourth year in a
row," David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 63rd year in business, we invite
you to call on Joe or any one ofour award winning sales
staff Joe is happy to be back close to home and old
friends and will be glad to help you find a new or used
vehicle or to assist you with any questions or problems
you may have.

VCR with
wireless remote
• 34 function remote
•

19" color IV
82 channels including
cable (R 41005,

Feature-pocked camcorder

• s,

ow • ,r1 light levels
• 10 w coior enhancement light

CABLE
VIS1111N
Today!

753-5005

Save $60
• 6x power zoom lens
$17 MONTHLY'

11LP

(JA 53734,

Don't Miss The Action!

Call Murray

2 week 8-event timer

iJA 53274

Own S011,C,
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Court rules double jeopardy

Coin Beat
Investments,
Bad In% estments
in .foday's Coins"
13? Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
Coin collecting is probably the
most broadly based hobby in
America. True. relatively few people
buy coins, attend shows and read the
literature. Perhaps a couple of
hundred thousand Americans arc that
dedicated. But a vastly larger number
have coins and bills "tucked away."
As a dealer I buy these accumulations,
and a tidy bit of cash changes hands to
the delight of all concerned.
But I hate to see people lose money
hs sa%ing coins. That would seem to
be a paradox --- losing money by
sa.ing money - until you consider
inflation; Even when inflation was
low in the best Reagan )eats. it was
ritfitirc-rnless
which,*causes your mow) to /row
faster than the rate of inflation, your
moner!, loses purchasing power_ Its
better to spend it than see that happen.
The most wasteful -investments- I
see in amateur collections are Eisen.
"Good

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When drunken driving is used as
an element in a wanton murder
charge, an individual may not be
nvictcd of both those crimes, the
Supreme Court ruled today.
The court said drunkenness
ou be used to establish wanton
.4;.hav•_ior. which is ._defined as
,‘:rer.le indifference to human life.
But s criminal conviction for
drisi.ng under the influence cannot
same circumstances to
,..1a:Sh a wanton murder charge.
ss.J that would be dou,..
•
hl.:!)
. is barred by
• ,i
17.
Lit t:S, the court slid the
•
'or the lesser charge
siNled on top of other

-Where there is but a single
Lial. the double jeopardy clause
does not foreclose multiple convictions, per se, but only judgments
imposing multiple punishments,
meaning that the judgment punishing on the lesser charge should be
set aside." the court said in an
unsigndd.. opinion,
.
The case involved the convition
of Burton R. Walden, who was
dri% ing d van in Madison County
on April 16, 1988 when he crossed
the center kne and smack a vehicle
driven by Vickie S. Hall. A sample
showed Walden's blood _alcohol
content was .297. The legal presumption for intoxication in Kentucky is a blood alcohol level ot

clavRADI
"Reporters in Bahdad
told story over phone
lines."

WSJP-WBLN
Was the IA to break the story. And
were the only radio stations in the
region to carry the CNN broadcasts
continuously.

hower and Anthony dollars, copper
Kennedy halves, the 1976 -Revolutionay War drummer quarter," Jefferson nickles and pennies issued
after 1949. This is 7junk," it's worth
face value, nothing more -- and it
loses value every year. The same is
true of silver certificates.
People hang on to this junk because
its unusual -- which is to say, it
doesn't circulate What amateurs don't
realize is that these coins and bills
were issued in enormous quantities.
The supply is boundless, the demand
When serious collectors want
this material, they buy it only in proof
or uncirculated condition.
If you have money fiat up in the
junk I'm talking about, spend it or
invest it in an interest-bearing savings
account. 5% interest doubles your
money1111-3 years:1y then inflation
will reduce the value of the. junk in
your drawer by at least 50%. Dealers
can never pay more than face value
for that stuff. You may suspect we are
cheating you. but in fact dealers don't
even want face-value material. Deal-

4111late%'
.

41.

(
47?
1

111

61004 0:2
1.
'

DEAR DR a /TT A friend had a
pain in his right ribs fur three months
that was ultimately diagnosed as cancer of the liver Is there a test that
people with a high risk of cancer can
take periodically to catch the trouble
as soon as possible'
DEAR READER Pain is often the
first sign of cancer this symptom deserves a thorough medical investigation in any patient Unfortunately,
. -hOiviever by the time the m'alignancy
-causes pain the tumor May already
have .spread _or 4.rownto .th,e, point.
where treatment is not satisfactory.
-4tzni?r -paltratrae-±a:rtrer-of-the 4t-Itee -tssuch a tumor Difficult to treat at
best, painful liver cancer is almost always a problem because the discomfort indicates that the malignancy has
spread to the liver covering or to the
surrounding tissues
therefore while I understand your
frustration about your friend's ailment I suspect that unless the cancer
had been diagnosed before he had
pain little could have been done to al-

ter the course of his illness
You -re correct that early diagnosis
of cancer greatly improves the
chance for cure This is why doctors
try to identify patients with high-risk
factors, such as cigarette smoking. a
family history of malignancy and exposure to industrial pollutants (such
as asbestos) Also, this is the reason
physicians encourage women to have
Pap smears and mammograms Further men and women over the age of
50 are urged to have periodic screening for hidden blood in the stool, frequently an indicator of early cancer
or pre-malignant lesions of the bowel.
At present, there is no test that will
14feettvely-ideMtfy early cancer in
healthy people Rather, doctors focus
their attention on high-risk patients
with symptoms, such as fatigue,
weight loss and change in normal
body functioning True, there are
blood tests that indicate the possibility of malignancies of the reproductive tract and the liver, but these tests
are not sensitive enough to discover
small cancers as part of a general
screening procedure.

DR. GOTT

'Personal, Training

'Pin Selector Equipment

* Lifecycles

'Free Weights

'Think Light Weight Loss

*Comfortable Atmosphere

1413 Olive Blvd.

morty-Thqrsday

Murray

7 a T ,r);Friday 7
. a.F. -;; :-

759-4955

Saturday 8 am.

pm

Sunday Noon-6

p.m.

Four years

NO CONTRACT

Unrversity Plaza
Martin, Tenn.

7594955

NA,

DEAR KIRSTEN: How wise
you are. Children see guns in
action on TV,in the movies and
in their comic books,so they need
to learn that guns are not toys;
they are dangerous weapons that
have the power to maim and kill
people.
Anyone who is interested in
learning — or teaching — gun
safety to children should call his'
local police d'epartment and
inquire about classes that teach
gun safety to children and adults.
Be assured,dear readers,lam
not promoting the sale or use of
guns; I am promoting safety in a
country where 250 children accidentally killed themselves, a
sibling or a playmate last year.

Tone Up

A Month
,,,t,ation tee

have no children

do, they will learn very early hiss
powerful and dangerous guns. ; I:1
whether v.e 055111)11e or Not

lilltti'TEN IN III it 'ST(
PETER
GOTT, M D

with our

Your General Electric., Jenn Air

753-1586

paralyzed from t
(IfIV,
Recently. m'y Firi-:band ;Ind I decided to 1)115 a gun tor ou r
ri otectom. hut fir,I Vtl•
rtiltip:t111..(1
friend Yvho is -killed ith guns to a
shooting canuc, Si, V. t• 4..00 Id learn
hov, to handle a gun I mr attitude
about guns quickly changed from
total ignorance to great respect tor
the immense power of destruction a
gun holds
-.
suggestion tfi :ill parent- (101
Perhaps your friend's cancer could
have,been diagnosed earlier by a CT &en need to learn respect Iigiiigin
scan (special X-rays) of the liver Just 1 /4.Call,t. SoIl tutut
However, as I stated, our methods of d04',11.t ITIVaIl that y•hit. '(,ild \kW boy
detection do not, in general, yield re- never em minter one Fit
sults that lead to a cure, once pain has proper ear protection a must' then
take someone who has had experideveloped
ence with firearms and g•• to a sale
To give you more information. I am shooting range -rime are better
sending you a free copy of my Health supervised and therefore -safer than
Report "Viruses and Cancer" Other others, itid instruct tutu' ( {Hid 1,1i
readers who would like a copy should the pro[rer-v.iiv tu liOld and shoet
send $I 25 with their names and ad- gun,
dresses to PO Box 91.369, Cleveland,
-We drq ided -ttrit-thr
ial OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention dangersufkeeping :1 gun III our hi(tilt'
the title
fr mit..eighed the benefit-, so v,.•
ASSN
ft)-11101/4EVISPAYEit F.h TEN /
will rait be purchasing a gun. AV,

L GYMS

and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

DEAR ABBY In this morning's
paper. I read another tragic story
about a. 10-year-old boy who discovered a gun hidden in his house. While
examining it, he accidentally •shot
hirc—If in the neck, severing his
and now he's permanently

Ex.FT

r10'

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND IT

Children Need to Be Taught
How Dangerous Guns Can Be

Early detection aids cancer recovery

,,,

..

.....
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Lose Weight

588

Van Buren

"
11/6116

Goodbar

61413

Model TBX18JM
18.2 Cu. ft. capacity; 5.14 cu. ft:
freezer. Adjustable glass shelves.
2 door shelves, one holds 6-packs.
Equipped for optional icemaker.

By Abigail
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18.2 Cu. Ft. Capacity
Refrigerator

.4 &FM

..

%WIDOW;
Caktriet

STAY TUNED 24 HOURS A DAY,

103.7 FM

I A41

_.

candy bars are tatty — the arier
'clogging, saturated kind of fat. A reasonable
• iieritt would be bars with only 30 percent of
their calories from fat,

"Local coverage
was unparalleled."

WBIN

AA

•Ke"

* Candy
bars
bite back

pr3odocfs;s
:
un
i ceS‘,,t
;,.,va1,n161:

WSJ'
)1130 AM

ers take it to the bank, or use it to buy 1991 is over, check the mintagi
figures of these coins. Spend the rolls
lunch.
On the other hand, even amateur with higher mintages, save the lower collectors can make money with coins =tap rolls.
Speaking of banks, I have known
if they invest wisely and have a bit of
goodluck. Loose, shiny coins minted people in this area who have profited
in 1984, say, will never exceed face from rolls of Kennedy half-dollars
value, but ROLLS of uncirculated bought at face-value. These people
1984 coins fresh from the bank have looked for what we call "missing
picked up some interesting values initial" coins. The Kennedy halfover 6 years. The market for rolls of dollar has the initials "FG" — for
uncirculated coins was once hot. It's Frank Gasparro, the designer -now quiet, but there is a market for tucked between the eagle's left talon
uncirculated coins in original bank and tail-feathers. Sometimes one in
itial is missing,sometimes both. Deal
rolls.
Take pennies, for example. Dealers ers pay $5 or more for these error
are paying S3.60 for a roll of 50 1984 coins. You can spend the "normal'
pennies minted in Denver. (Those Kennedy halves and not lose a cent on
rolls are selling for about $5.) Collec- the transaction.
tors who salted away these rolls would
My next column has additional
reap a620% profit on that investment. "tips" on coins to buy for investment
-7-By contrast, a roll of IVA Philadel- purposes in'TNT.phia pennies would bring 90c, mere
*Dealers are currently buying $2
80% profit. Or is that so bad?
rolls of 1984 nickels minted at PhiA survey of other 1984 coins shows ladelphia and Denver for S2.70; this
that rolls of nickels, dimes and half- yields a 35% profit. ASS roll of 1984P
dollars have not done as wall as dimes brings $5.65 (a 13% profit), a
pennies — at least not yet. Rolls of 1984D roll $5.85(17% profit). Deal
quarters, interestingly enou_gh, were ers are buying S10 rolls of 1984P
competitive. Dealers would give you quarters for $22.50 (125% profit),
a 125% profit on a roll of Philadelphia $29 for rolls of 1984D quarters(190%
quarters, 190% profit on a roll of profit). Dealers pay 517.50 for a $10
roll of 1984P half-dollars (75%. proDenver quarters.*
fit), $13.50 for a roll of 1984D halvo
On balance, I think there is money
to be made from rolls of absolutely (35% profit).
uncirculated coins fresh from your
Ilanot. to.. kt nun iv
NcNNI\ krup.nt:
h othcr
11111111•41
bank. Be on the look-out for rolls of
new 1991 coins as they arrive at your
bank. I advise you to buy a mix of
ilk
W1111
,7EISAIIE
denominations and mints, then, when

587-9000

of dedicated service to our community.

** *

DEAR ABBY: Here's another "I
saw Lindbergh land in Paris" ston.
In 1927,we were three young women
I sisters; living in Paris with our
mother. We were at a cocktail party
when our friend, Al Laney, who was

the sports editor at the Paris Herald
Tribune,telephoned to say:"Get out
to Le Bourget;some crazy American
has just flown solo across the Atlan:
•
tic!
Luckily, Mother had a car and
driver,so we were able to get there in
time to see Lindbergh land!
We are now grandmothers,living
in Minneapolis.
MARGARET BELL SPRAGUE,
ANDREA BELL AUTENRE1TH,

RUTH BELL OSGOOD
•• *

"How to He Popular" it. for everyone
who feels left out and wants an improved
tioci•I life. It's an excellent guide to
becoming• bettor con versal ionalist and
a more attractive person.To order,send a
long, bu•ines•-sixe, self add
envelope, plus check or money order for
$3.905 14.50 in Canada, to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Hos 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 81064.(Postage is included

I HE Mt ItRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Thomas Edwin (Ed) Vance

Mrs. Gracie
Bohannon

Services- for Thomas Edwin (Ed)
Vance are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Don Farmer and
the Rev. Glynn Orr are officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Active pallbearers arc Jan
Vance, Jamie Paul Vance, William
Vance, Jerry Vance, Mark Paschall,
Mitchell Paschall and Sam

1 he funeral tor Mrs. Gracie
Bohannon is today at I p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. I he Rev. Roy Gibson is
Burial will follow in Soldier
Creek Cemetery.
Mrs. Bohannon, 67, of Rt. 3,
Benton, did Tuesday at Marshall
.County Hospital, Benton.
SuRivors are her husband, Loyd
Bohannon, one son, Loyd Bohan
non, Union City, Tenn.: one sister
Mrs. Margaret Waldron, Symsoma.

P,OSS

Underwood.
Honorary pallbearers are Bill
Holland, Jeff Holland, Bobby
Whitford, Billy Morgan. Larry
Ray. Gar) Ray and D,....ight Grace.

I- OP I

I . K.
lhe
I) :sion based at
Fort ( anipne,1 apparently was not

Service
Notes

Burial will follow to Elm Grove

Cemetery.
Mr. Vance. 67. of 727 Riley Ct..
Murray, died Monday at 1140 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway' County
Hospital.

Military families wait,
watch as attack begins

I) sa:es
sc:rv•ir.
Arabi j !or •

.:

Buren

Aldrich W.
Odom
Funeral rites or Aldrich W.
Odom were Saturday at I p.m. at
the Querfeld Funeral Home, Dearborn. Mich. The Rev. Johnnie
Sphinx officiated.
Burial was in Parkview Memorial Cemetery there.
Mr. Odom. 84. died Thursday at
a hospital there.
One brother, Chesley C. Odom,
died in December 1989.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Olena Robbins Odom, three sons,
-11-cib-ttf'O&M,"lloW a rd
"Sti-cf
Eddie Odom, and nine grandchildren, all of Dearborn, Mich.. area.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Louise Morris of Murray,
Mrs. Erma Flowers of Knoxville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Corinne Bell of
Dearborn; and one brother. Ty
Odom of Paris, Tenn.

HOG MARKET

ht
in Be

istler•I Stale Siarket Neves Stf.k. January
17.1991
Kentus by Pun base Area Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Rattled': Art 243, Est. 500 Barrows &
GIN. 1 OS higher Sum .5151.04 IMO!,
1 1 2 2341-250 lbs.
148.410-41352
1 S I 2 210 2.14/ lb..
145.110-47.50
I.% 2-3 230 240 lb. _
.._ 547.50.45-00
IS 3.4 200.270 lbs.
-148.50-47.50
Sort
IS I 2 270.350
535.00-34.08
1 S I 3 300.400 lb...-.
134.00-37.08
IS 1.3 4013525 Ibs
130.00.37.00
IS 1-3 515 and op......
138.011-40.041
Boars 128.50.31.50

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
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Industrial Aserage............. +78.47
Presious Close
2508.91 )
'sir Products
557/s + P/s ?
( A.T.C-Class A .........321/ift 33/
1
4A
305Is + 1
Bank of Murray
1373/2B'
Ben South .....................52/
1
4 + I'll
Briggs & Stratton
265/2 + 3/2
Chrysler ..................--.12/
1
4 + 'A
CSX Corp
33 + P/4 1
Dean Foods
1
4 + 1/2
38/
Dollar Gen. Store
rsli 8A
Exxon
505/s ,+ 3/s)
Ford
261/x + 3/4 )
General Motors.......... 33/
1
4 + 13/s ,
Goodrich
37'4 + 1
Goodyear__......-... 185/4 + 7/1
I.B.M
1143/1 + 9/1
Ingersoll Rand
36'/2 + 1
K Mart
28/
1
4 + 11
/
4
Ky. Unities
201/2 + 3/4
Kroger
13/
1
4 + 5/s
Lou. G & E
393/s + 15/s
McDonalds
28/
1
4 + 15/s l
JCPenney
/
41
453/4 + 11
Q uaker Oats
491/2 « 7/s
Sears
255/s + 5/8
Snap-On Tools
30 + Ph
Texaco
571/4 - s/s
Time-Warner ............. 8604 + 23/4
......... ..........
Phi
j Wal-Mart
311
/
4 + 11/4
• 11/2
C.E.F. Yield.
7.23
Additional Information Available
Upon Request
4-^ •

FORT --C.-AMPBEtt,- The wait for war is over today,
bui the worrying has just begun for
families of the 101st Airborne
Division.
"It's not exactly right to say it
was a relief, but in some way it
spares you from the anticipation
that just went on and on," Cindy
Church said after le,•rning that
multinational forces were bombing
Iraq and KuWait.
"Now we just have to keep
praying," she said.
In the Kentucky and Tennessee
communities closest to Fort Campbell, people huddled around television sets in bars and churches and
living rooms to hear the first
sounds of battle Wednesday night.
Telephones were busy as friends
called each other to offer support
and relay news, said Mrs. Church,
whose husband was sent to Saudi
Arabia five months ago.
Mrs. Church watched President
Bush's televised speech with her
two children, ages 7 and 8. Bush's
promise to bring the troops home
as quickly as possible comforted
them, she said, and they were
asleep- by 10:30 p.m. .
Slit said the ehildreti'woUld •go
to school as usual today.
"We're trying • to do as manyrArmal, routine things as possible," Mrs. Church ,said. "It's the
only thing that keeps you in your
right mind."
Bush said' the war waseened
with massive air strikes, which did.
not involve ground troops like the
101st.
The division Was expected to
fight later with other ground forces
after bombS have crushed much of
Iraq's weaponry. The 101st, the
world's only air assault division,
uses helicopters to carry soldiers
into battle.
More than 19,000 soldiers in the
101st and its support groups
deployed to Saudi Arabia i::
August and September.
Among them was Sgt. Jerry L.
Tucker. His wife, Karla, heard the
war news while at work at a furniture more in Clarksville, Tenn.
"I wanted to go to the nearest
church and pray," she said after
services -at- the First Assembly of
.
.
God.
Mrs. Tucker. said her husband
served in Vietnam, which taught
her about the emotional aftermath
of war.
"I'm not as worried about what
they're facing now as what happens after," she said.
"You as a spouse have to deal
with what comes back to you. If
it's not broken on the outside, it's
all broken up on the inside," she
said.
Betty Wood, wife of Sgt.
Michael F. Wood, was at home
when the TV news told her war
was under way.
She went to the American Legion hall in nearby Oak Grove,
where other members gathered to
watch Bush's address.

Library features
special event

CJ

- c)
,. r •
l: , 2- -v

In conjunction with the current
exhibition. "Sticks- and
"Time...Pieces,- in the Eagle Gallery at Murray Statc University.
harry Hackley. curator of the
"Sticks" exhibition, will he available Friday, Jan. 18, at the Cal 11)way County Public Library to evaluate walking sticks from private
collections and talk with walking
stick carvers about their art. He
will be at the library from 10 a.m.
until noon and from 1:30-4:30 p.m.
on Friday.

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366
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"I was scared to death, and I
went to the bathroom and I cried,"
she said. "I didn't cry for the war,
I cr'ed for the babies and the
women and the young men who
have nothing to do with the politics
of it - all the innocent lives that
will be lost because *0. have
already dropped bombs over there
in Baghdad."
Mrs. Hawkins, whose late husband served with the 101st in. the
Jot. three wars, .S.ald _.s.he agreed
with the -attack.
"
"I saw what Hitler did with a
little country' like Poland- and -then
Romania came next," she said.
He swept through before we in
the United States knew what was
happening. The same thing will
happen Whenever one man decides
he is God."
But Melanie Roberts of Hopkinsville said she didn't understand
why her cousin and other members
of the 101st had been asked to risk
their lives.
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S Set, Ronald D. Sales

room for r'\.c: •
state. Delta ,
S3.6 n-.
Other
expect Moloney to •
John Cubine, deputy secretary
the executive cabinet. said the $4
million figure had been ne'4Hatc_%:
with Delta in good faith
Moloney said he did not icci
bound by the negotiations, but he
also did not want to upset what he
said was a good package. Supporters of the Delta bill, including
northern Kentucky lawmakers, said
they believed they could hold off
any effort to put such an adjustment on the tax cep.
'The 'bill would also let Delta
.qualify for tax cred.ls of up to $3
million per year for up to five
years by making a S300 million
investment and increasing its Kentucky payroll by SI5.million over
the current level:The payroll base
is ticd to annual inflation rates.
In order to qualify for the incentives, Delta must certify to the
Revenue Cabinet that it has substantially completed its promised
investment.
Moloney and other committee
members took no action on the bill
pending a change in the measure to
require public disclosure of the
Revenue Cabinet's findings on the
Delta incentives.
The incentive package would
also be available to any other airline that makes similar investments, purchases or employment
increases. Slate officials hope to
use the incentives to also lure a
United Airlines maintenance hub to
either Louisville or northern
Kentucky.

ation_s
- We will not answer or
questions aho,.;1
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Harralson said he
A
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liarrakon would no: comment
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(In signs that security had been
,:eppcd up at the post along the
Kt.:,tu,kvI ciness,:e border, about
north of N'ashvide.
A -ornh-snilfing dog checked
some vehicles as they entered the
po,i's main gate today. Some other
ga:es here closed at times when
they hormally-are open and workappeared :o h.' h .!1:Hg a fence
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In adversity remember to keep an
even mind '
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Gas tax incentive for Delta
may become first bill passed
FRANKFORT, Ky: (AP) -Incentives, for Delta Air Lines to
nearly double its operations at Greater Cincinnati international AirPort in Boone County could be the
first bill to get through the General
Assembly special session.
A Senate committee dissected
the package on Wednesday and
pronounced it generally acceptable,
and a vote could come next week.
A House committee is to take up
the matter today.
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee Chairman
Mike Moloney, D-Lexington,
analyzed the inducements in detail
and made a few minor suggestions.
"I don't want to do any damage
to what I think is a good package,"
Moloney said.
Delta plans to spent S315 million
to roughly double its operations at
the airport near Florence.
The state has offered tax credits
and caps based on the company's
investment, purchases and employment. The package must be
approved by the legislature.
One of the incentives is a.cap on
annual -expenditures for jet-fuel
sales tax of $4 million per year.
The cap would depend on Delta
buying at least 100 million gallons
of jet fuel each year in the state
and making a S300 million investment in expanded facilities.
Moloney said the price of jet
fuel could skyrocket and the state
could end up losing potential
revenues. As a result, Moloney
raised the idea of placing a cost-ofliving adjustment of sorts on the $4
million.
Delta Vice President Harold
Bevis countered that the incentive
package already includes same

across a railroad line that leads
the base.
Responding to reports that AH.
che attack helicopters. which Ihe
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•K8
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10 to neutralize West If he wins and talue, for an intitational 1210VC
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We've Changed in Name Only!

STOREWIDE
Fall, Winter
& Holiday
Fashions

1/2 Price
,off
40

Final
Markdown
on Coats

(Excluding Leather & Sweater Coats;

Jus' Kiddin'
Hall Hotel

Formerly Little Folks of Mayfield
Downtovrn Mayfield
247-1300
s

January
Uniform

SALE

Save 30%
On Entire Stock of Uniforms
Sale Ends Feb. 2nd

1205-1207 Paris Rd.
Mayfield

1700W. Reelfoot 0118
County Market Place
Union City, TN

4
,
5
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4 for everyone

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
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kvas.rmt irr any mood to be by
myself," Mrs. Wood said. "It's
my 15th wedding anniversary. I
knew it was going to happen
today."
Mrs. Wood said she was "terrified," but she supported the U.S.
attack.
"It should have been :quicker,"
she said. "They gave them too
long to dig M. My husband has
Keen gone six months."
As other members of the legion
played bingo in the next room-,-Fay
Hawkins of Clarksville watched the
president on the TV over the bar.
She was sitting on a bar stool
when she first heard the news.

A

yet involved in combat against
Iraq. a spokesman at the base said
today.
'1 here are no gr.ound troops,
according to the secretary of
defense, engaged in combat in
Saudi Arabia at this time." said
Bill Harralson. a Fort Campbell
public affairs officer_ "If someit,w! happens that ;nVolves the
'Ws! 'A..' will call a news

Ronald D. Sales
in Saudi Arabia
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Spokesman says 101st Airborne not yet in combat
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Lou V. McGary

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; 8100 on part B. Call me for TOTC information.
1.11117 HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY Ciani

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • • mping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

,

Brent Allen
Ditch ing
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IAPi
Notice

INSTquiTiOsi
L'\%1TATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray, Kentucky is
requesting bids for an annual fiscal audit of its
books and recairds for period ending Much 31.
1991 Bids must be sealed A copy ot the contract
May be *named at the Housing Authority office
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves the
right to reject any and all Nth if deemed to be in
the best interest of the Authority
Bid opening date March 8, 1991, 4.00 p.m
Housing Authority of Murray
716 Nash Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL

proposals will be received by the Board
of Education of the Murray Independent School
District until 1 00 pm. January 25. 1991 at the
Board of Education Office. 9th & Poplar. Murray.
Kentucky, for the purchase of
Food and Supplies for Food Service
Specifications and bidder qualifications may be
secured from the office of the Food Service
Director The right to reject any and all bids, waiver
Informalities and to accept the lowest anclior best
proposal is resemed by the Board of Education
Sealed

C

753-1713

4.4111111111

ASIMNIM

1.800-334-1203
St Johr s Episcopal
Church win receive sealed
bids until Jan 31 on the
tollowing Approximately
2000so ft of new construe
tion arid remodeling of ex
isting structure Speatica
bons may be obtained by
caning 502 753-4288

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

Low trpact aftobcs ass
will resume the week at
Jan 14
Day & wenn; classes
Awed For moraine:tine

‘larshall County High School

Ward-Elkins

ALLIANCE
•••••••. I.••••
'•1••

SWEAT PLUS

SHOW

All Brands

Toft Will AAP.
,.02,41 of.Tem•
CAIIIIt

holies

GUNS KNIFE & BXSEBALL CARD

VCR Service

LEARN TO OPNVE
TRACTOR-TRAKER

eon ml Robin &tar
insinicorl

753-7597

Saturday, Jan. 19, 9-5
Sunday. Jan. 20, Noon-5

GUESS WHO'S
THIRTY??
Happy Birthday,
Bro. Ricky!
TIRED of drinking water full
Of chlorine and other harm
tut chemicals/ Try a water
treatment system Clean
water tor only 3e per gal
Hooks up in minutes Lasts
to, years For tree in home
demonstration call
436 5447

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thee Age 94
Our most Lomprehen
live
, psi tie
pottc-,
Skilled, IfIlef171C4.11iLe Of
Custodial C-IIIfr With
Mekty-are s nevi guide
lines for cAxtfuternent,
'swung Home trete
anct 1.11 TOR unpurtant
than ever For free info(
mahon
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Usife

0

•••••.••

Loot
And round
LOST Back Chinese
Chow puppy Brown feet
male 2mc old Last seen
at Bobs Corner Store in
New Concord Reward
436 2392

COMBINATION cook wait
ress clean up person at
last paced country store
Person must be quick on
their feet and willing to
work' Will train right person
Apply at Woseharts Groc
ery in Midway 753 0877

GET paid for taking easy
snapshots, No experience
$900 00 per 100 Call
1 9 0 0 2 30 - 36 3 6
($0 99/min) or Write
PASE-187T, 161 S
colnway, North Aurbra
60542

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write.
SD, 12€10 Central. Suite
255-TKY Chino CA 91710

DALKON SHIELD USERS
Need assistance'? Exper
winced Dalkon Shield Attor
ney Call Charles Johnson
toil tree for tree consultation
1 800 535 5727

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job/ A
)Hope for the future'?
GED'
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is. funded by the

DAY dishwashing person
wanted Job pays $4 00:hr
plus benefits Apply in person at Majestic Royale
Resturant Holiday Inn Hwy
641 S Murray Ky

LOST English Setter
White with orange
brownish spots Lost around Hwy 783 and 1660 off
of 1 y 21 Wearing red
'53 1139 leave
c
message

Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8 ,
7 5 3
8a m -11 30a m

DRIVERS OTR Need ex
perienced yenta? drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable Mi
leage pay plus benefits
Call 1-800 444 6648

NEED private home care
taker Variety of hours
Call
to start
$4hr
753 2295
OTR drivers 12 months
experience 23 years of
age, drug testing required
Hornady Truck Line Start
23 26c mile tarpivacation
pay, safety bonus spouse
passenger program
1 800 648 9664

WANTED Experienced
ASSEMBLE OUR DE
. :ES Learn this trade we termite technician 2yrs ex
perience or more preferred
parts
u
• I nstrctions
but not a must Good base
1^3' check tor assembly
pay and benefits Apply in
404 426 0672 Ext
,...person McGee Pest Con
7,3520-trol Hwy 641N
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
FEDERAL Government is
- -.erre to assemble pro
hiring $16 500S62 000
-,:ts from your home
per year Amazing re
-4 €4€
700 DEPT
corded message reveals
-0: •
details (901)642.1_416
IMMEDIATE opening Ex
perienced auto body repair EiR!NG the Ni•wi Year in
man Salary negotiab,e with a new career Cali
A....Dn. today 753 0171 In
with benefits 753 8064
5..rascie available Be your
ow. t>o.s 'F Tee gift with

PHONE SALES Earn extra
cash doing full time or part
time day or evening phone
sales No experience
necessary Cheerful, positive personality helpful
Ideal for student, homemakers and retirees Salary
plus incentive bonuses
759-1228

BUT LOOK OUT FOR
-NE HEAVY ONES

THE FAR SIDE

Secretary/
WANTED
Bookkeeper 2yrs experience in practical accounting procedures and compu
ter operations Job will be
with service related corn
pany Base pay negotiable
according to experience
Send resume to PO Box
328 or call 753 3914
WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

time Mon -Fn
3:30 p.m.-12 midnight
Full

EXPERIENCED salespeo
pie Sell 10 000 imprinted
items to businesses Corn
mission only basis Reply
BROWN ADVERTISING
SPECIALTY CO
2315
Beech Street 21 Ashland
Kentucky 41102

ACTION Electric, Plumbing
.ed Heating Co is now
•
for ti411 time year ar
aund service technicians
Call Ross 606i 293 6123

Cltia

14stp
Wowed

Nome

Nobel

•

Help
Wanted

WANTED Experienced
pest control, route service
technician Certification in
category 7A and 78. pre
ferred but not a must„Good
base pay and benefits
Apply in person McGee
Pest Control 641N

By GARY LARSON

1978 FIREBIRD needs mo
tor work Trade for pickup
guns or shop equipment
753 7300

CLASSIFIEDS
tot'lorcicoonel

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home ai
les and tires We will
move 527 9063
USED and antique
ture, glass. tools
901 642 6290

Knitting Machine
Operator
Starting pay above
wage.
minimum
Benefits. Call 7534335 Mon.-Fri. 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for
appt. for job interview.

BABYSITTING in my
References
home
759 4490
BABYSITTING in my home
evenings or nights
753 1182
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable. 8yrs expen
ence References supplied
435 4146

Articles
For Sale
NI 11.1.10\ ilk! 5 \III
1.10 \ \IR 1.1- t' S\(
Ill RN'S( \\Iil Is list Is
MINK 51
Stle
SPA for sale 753 3488
ter 6pm
STEEL toe work boots
men and ladies La Crosse
rubber boots Camouflage
clothing New and used
guns Jerry s Sporticig
Goods 6th & Walnut Mr,,
field Ky 247 4704
SUNTAN Salon going ce:t
of business For sale '2
beds ^e..v d
Wr -!""
used $500 and -up VI..
t,nan-_..• 753 9274
WOOC, Mae,ter insert thee,7,r1
cor

BABYSITTING in my home,
afternoon and nights
7581683
' •
I will do babysitting in my
home Mon-Fri New Con
cord area 436-2299
WILL babyse small children
and also sit with the sick or
elderly Have own transpor
tation Have references
436 2305
WILL cook clean keep
children care for elderly Or
disabled 753 2240

'0

For Sale
Or Trade

Appliances
FROSTFREE refrigerato
and continuous clean
electric range Reasonabie, 402 8705 after 5pm
eENMORE large capacity
washer dryer Excellent
condition ' Just moved.
t tit area $425 pair.
Call 753 1900 evenings

7

NANCY

•••

C
.

"
.
. 41.•
•el.;

11-

IT Mi6IAT 604.040 A
WILE 6R056, E,UT
AT L.F.J-T NIC4PCC'q
ME
\ EVER. At:4
N TO EAARE '

2.3A6T" BiE.F PICKLE 6P'AGi-tErt - ONION PEANUT eCTTER -LIVERE
AND JELLS'
,SAN2V4104
_

WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial.h6me units
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions -accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today free
Color
catalog
1-800 228 6292
lin
Instruction

In sudden disgust. the three lionesses realized they
had killed a tofudebeeSt — one of the Serengeti s
obnoxious health antelopes

BECOME a Paralegal. Ac
credited Member NHSC
attorney instructed home
study, established 1976 1,
nanc.ial aid, free catalog
1-800-669,2555, Southern
Career Institute, PO Box
2158. Boca Raton Flonoa
'33427

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

TrrillilirT3111M

•••

BLONDIE

Easy
6 Begin
1 1 Calm
12 Seagoing
vessets
14 Kindof
collar
15 Timorous
17 Guido 510*
note
18 Emerge
victorious
Dancing
19
20 Chinese
pagoda
21 Teutonic
deity
22 Monetar,
penalties
23 Melody
24 Steps in a
series
26 Baptismal
basins
27 Rodents

I

28 Heraldic
bearing
29 Pretends
31 Gratified
34 Top of head
35 Apple drink
36 Sun god
37 Native metal
38 Board game
39 Deface
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Blouse
42 Station
43 Rumor
45 Raises the
Spirit of
47 Tears
48 Evaluated

I
2
3
4

Retreat
Metal
Lair
Printer s
measure
5 Purifies

1111

5

15

•

21

19
22

THE PHANTOM
24
HEAR TI4A1„

THE

25

NOW.,
KILL.THEN WE
BURY THEM IN PIT.

21UU
29

30

ie

35
38

40

41

•
13

44

_.

PAN
NE
A P
E
AL

PAC
10

1111111 A
R U N
YE T

ES
S ALEM
STOPS

16

6 Narrow
openings
7 Small
8 Emmet
9 Concerning
10 One who
shirks duty

15

CHARLEY S New and
'usedHazel
Used
r)%ars, bedroom
suites. color TV s
Washers dryers refrigerators rasges. freezers.
.r:oodstovus Wed Sat
10arn 4 30pm. Sun
1 4 30 pi 492 8175

ill

etertearearRerfavAINereer.

ii

FORMAL queen size
couch -natching chair
wood tern Good conditior
$200 759 1673
SLEEPER sofa arm chair
and double mattress box
springs and frame
753 6054
SOFA chair and ottoman.1.eutral color good condi
ton 753 4852
-WO 2 piece livingroom
sets Call after 6pm
750 4552

0

ROE
NR
N
ACT

CE S
T1111
O P S
R I A
STY

11 Stitched
13 Antlered
animals
16 War god
19 Food
programs
20 Pitches
22 Picture
holder
8
9
10
6
•
23 Kind of heat
25 Fret
13
12
irritate
26 Liberates
17
28 Elderly
Person
20
29 trail
30 More
23
difficult
31 Bakers
products
26
32 Wiped out
33 Arrows
28
35 Short
letters
32 ill
38 Pasteboard
39 Speck
36
41 Emerged
•
victorious
42 Mr Boone
44 Hebrew letter
111
46 Note of scale
111

7-1

••••

R.E 7 P .

oak pedestal
table 2 12' leaves, 4 lad ,
dertack chairs $240
474 2789

SO'16

as

^••••vv

F'R 0 N 7T
AERIE
SOP R
N
TS

IN

DOWN

4

ill
le

Answer to Previous Puzzle

25in COLOR console tv
with remote control Works
g.cid Aftur 6pm. 753-7124

Antiques
NEW shipment, Sweet Nel
lie s Drattenville Oak war
drobes Indian rugs tea
cart highly carved center
table bedseye maple twin
beds court cabinet with
glass
stained
502-5271018 Winter
hours Thur Sat 10 5, Sun
day 1-5pm

Farm
Equfpment
FRONTEND loader bucke
711 wide $200 492 8516
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD Seasoned o
green 1030/rick delivered
474-2318
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562, /
436 2758
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
WOOD for sale 753 9745
220
Muskat
BABY Grand piano New
strings and key tops thor
oughly reconditioned
$2300 437 4432

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1991

CLASSIFIEDS

ITS

240
de
)needs mo
for pickJn
equipmer

the piece or
ill 753 9433
il home a.
We will re
53
itique turn'
ools quilts

160
litscellaneeus

1983 TOYOTA Supra, ex
cellent condition Blue.
tinted windows. Toyota
louvers. American Racing
Aluminum wheels. Leather
interior. Kenwood stereo.
every option 98,000 miles,
asking $5.700 00 Phone
Frankfort 502-227 8015

POST-Frame buildings
30 x40 x9 erected $5,195,
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1 800 628 1324

FABRIC*FABRIC'FABRIC
'4 OFF SALE Country Re
mnants Hwy 68 641 Drat
fenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10 5pm

ek boots for
s La Crosse
Camouflage
r and used
s Sporting
tealnut May
4704

GATLINBURG Summit
breathtaking views of
mountains, ski slopes Fire
place balcony, kitchen In
door pool, Jacuzzis Honey
moon specials, Free Bro
chure 1-800 242-4853
(205) 988-5139

)ri going pot
For sale '2
>eds new .e•1
Ind -Lip 'v'e•
;.274

TIME share units and
campground memberships Cheapl Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U S and Canada
1-800 736 8250'305 7716296 Free rental information 305 771-6331

MOBILE home repos Sin
gles and doubles Financ
ing available Clean, late
model homes Green Tree
Acceptance 606 223 1010
or 1 800 221 8204
"MUST SELL" entire seek
of 1990 models must he solid.
no reasonable offer refuse,'
Keith Baker Humes Hwy
79E Paris, 'IN (i44 14)12,
1-800-533 3901,

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16' starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450, 12x24*
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acroe Portable Build
irigs 502-2477831

Business
Rentals

Two-Office Suite
wtth reception area.
Downtown Murray,
500 Maple

251)
Business
Services

753-8964
4 CAR shop with ottiee
753 9386 753 4509

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information *.

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice, supplies, parts and
rental units Local corn
party Call 1 800 248 4319
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

CLEARANCE
SALE

1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$165/mo
753 7276 •

New 1990 14x64
3 bedroom, 1
bath, delivered &
set up

1BR furnished 1604e
Miller Deposit required
$165imo Water furnished
753 0932, 753 5898

'GET Married in the Smo
key Mountains" at Gatlin
burg's Original Mountain
Chapel Simple arrange merits to the most elegant
Photographs -Nowers,
Call Bill Cook
music -videos limos hon
644-0012 or
rerroon suites ministers
Sec:
merr
wel
1-800-533-3568
come No test no waiting
period Gatlinburg Wed12.55 REMODELED 2br,
ding
Cnapels
excellent condition $2500
1 800 34 MARRY
437-4917, 437,4511
r34 52779)

r insert ',ewe
-I see,: $ 1 59

$10,920.00

ences

refrigerato
uous clean
3e Reason
35 after 5pm

arge capacity
r Excellent
Just moved,
ia $425 pair
0 evenings

1BR part!)
, unfurnished
gas heet ard
$1504010.
plus deposit 362-7060
2BR apartment in Northwood Appliances and water furnished $260eno
753 3964

SLEEPING roorn Ai:auger
ator in hall, Private en
trance Zimmerman Apic
S 16th 753 6609 -

Houses
For Rent
1108 ELM St 3br 1 bath,
gas heattentral air. A-large
utility room with hookups,
carport 1 year lease and
deposit
$350imo
812 421 8715
HOUSE for rent or
Ian

REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage, Discounted rent
$375 753 8734
WANT to rent 2 or 3br
house in West Calloway
County, east Graves
County or near Harmony
Mennonite Church
7,3 ("447

3R0
Pets
Supplies
HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized safe and effective by U S Center for Veterinary Medicine against
hook, round, and tapewarks in dogs and cats At
Southern States and better
feed stores
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
black male 901 479 2472
REGISTERED Golden Re
:rover pupplesrtemales, 5
vveeks old $100 Belinda
753 1362 8am 5pin.
75U 41.16 -after .5prii,
RC7TWE MIR puppies
562 7;45
WANTED
'sr '(/'

1,1914.00 per mu, 1991 16.s0 2BR carport, central hetk,
sets Ind sie,er dol- 3 or 4 bedroom furnished', stove, refrigerator No pets
lars make feerresents for delis crest, setup() A C Keith Deposit. lease $350 mo
every occasion' If he don't Baker Homes !hay 7>1A
1802
Monroe
n44 0012, '502 527 7382 after 5prr.
is, 'I N
have the date you need,
Ic(•X
we 2 ore e at no e see cost to I SOO
29R r.14'e. in Nortt wood
you Checke our U S and
1986 14x72 2BR 2bath on $ 29e mo 759 44.re
foreign coins, proof sets
100 x1.80' lot 3 miles east
and silver do,!ars at the Ox
23R dupee $300erre Sc
Murray $25.000 firm
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel) of
post required Quiet area
753.5528
1 and Treasure House Vete
753 0240
ray) Special discounts now 4,500.00 Over cost on some Is*
avalable We buy coins iinudels, these humes ss ill Ix. 2BR duplex Appliances
and otter professional ap- sold Keith Baker Homes furnished Nice neighbor
hood $310,mo 759 4406
praisals of estates
Hwy 791: Paris, 'IN
753 Vet
644 0012, 1-19)0-533 k5eii
2BR duplex apartment ir
quiet resdential neighborhood near-university Ideal
for couple or retired person
$275'mo 753 8096 or
753 2633

R console No
xetrol Works
:en 753 7124

oak pedestal
leaves 4 lad
- airs $240

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

3 New and
izel
Used
airs bedroom
olor TV s
tors refrigera
is freezers.
Wed Sat
Oprre Sun
92 8175

28R duplex stove, retriger-.
a'or and AC unit furnished
No pets
'no Ca:1
753.9612
4th & Sycamore
759-1 521
(Horne) 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sal 10-6 p.m.

queen size
tching chair
iood condeor
673

Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

ofa arm chair
mattress box
ind frame

SOLICITATION OF PROPOSALS

:
arid ottoman
r good condi
52

On behalf of the Kentucky Cabinet for
Human Resources, the Purchase Area Development District is soliciting proposals/
applications for the development of the
following facilities:

ce livingroom
I after 6pm

2BR near campus No pets
$240 mo. plus depdsit
753 3415
BRAND new 3br duplex, 2
full baths, with shower
Central heatair, stove, re
frigerator, dishwasher furnished Concrete driveway
pets allowed Applica
!ons now being taken
753 9400 or 435-4214 after
7pm
NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy efficient.
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457

Senior Centers
Senior Center Renovations
Child Care Centers
Mentally Retarded - Developmentally
Disabled Group Homes
Personal Care Facilities

!iques

•Int. Sweet Nel
eille Oak war
ian rugs. tea
carved center
.ye maple twin
cabinet with
glass
018 Winter
Sat 105. Sun-

ONE-room, partially furnished sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen arid bath
rooms, central H/A Located 1/, blocks from Faculty Hall $125/mo including utilities Call Camela at
753-1492

Respondents must use official proposal
forms available at the District,:s office. The
completed form(s) must be submitted on or
before March 21, 1991 to:

ROOMMATE to share
apartment $150/mo plus
Utilities 1412F Stadium
View Dr 812-937-4608,
753-8011,"after 1-14-91

Purchase Area Development District
P.O. Box 588
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

aim
riprnent

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO

)loader bucke
?00 492 8516

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUDGET
ANALYST POSITION
Murray State Unrversity is seeking a Budget
Analyst starting immediately to assist the
Director of the Budget in preparation of the
budget and related documents and implementation of budgetary controls throughout the fiscal year. A qualified candidate must
hold a Bachelor's degree in Finance, Accounting or a related field and a minimum of
one year experience working in a central
budgetary or accounting function. Salary will
be commensurate with experience Applications will be accepted until the position is
filled. Submit letter of application, salary
requirements, resume and three references
to. Paul Bylaska, Director of the Budget,
University Budget Office, 318 Wells Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
MSU is an EO/AAE.

ravood

) Seasoned o
trick delivered

)0D for sale

) for sale Also
:e 436-2562,

) Seasoned or
o slab wood
men 753 5476

sale 753 9745

xd piano New
key tops thor
'conditioned
'-4432

a good
-L-s•

28R apartment near downtcavo 753-4100
Real
Estate

Pi-i()OF

inte
things

Services
°tiered

Services
()tiered

Miscellaneous

PRIVATE Investigator pith
CHAPEL in the Valley (Gat 22 years city and state in
liriburg*s Original Wedding vesegation experience
Chapel) Thoughtful service 'Accident •Criminel 'Civil
is rendered through music. 'Personal or Corporate
flowers photographs vel 'Missing Persons Your
eos and receptions needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
1 800 922 4573
(502)753-2641

753 7438 at

th
Murray Ledger & Times

240

AAA Value' Swimming
pools leftover Just a few of
last year's models left at
fantastic savings Many
styles and sizes to choose
from For example a huge
16x30' 0 D pool with
15424'swim area, includes
sun deck, fence and filter
NOW JUST $988 COMPLETE HURRYI While
they lase Call toll free
1 800-2847946 Ask for
Lee
Full financing
arranged'

UPSTAIRS lbr apartment
Call 753-6148 after 6pm
Large storage building
$160/mo 753-5292
WE have nice 2br duplexes, 2bd townhouses,
also 2br, 2 bath with den
$375-$500/mo Coleman
RE 753-9898

KOPPER'eD, Fee. TY
!r;IS a complete einge of
Peal Estate se, ereeveth
wide . •-•aoection ot quality
homes. all prices
753 1222, toll free
1 800 251-HC.Me- Fee
711L

LAND for sale Must sacri
fice 5 lots, Chipwood Estates $3500 and closing
takes all 703 872 7066
460
Homes
For Sale

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111 N. 12th

Si,

4 BEDROOM, 2 nw•rii 110M1
)14 4 ACRES!! • BrKt

Lease For Less

at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1999 Cavalier 4 Di
Loaded $27322 fro'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title 6, License
36 1.10 Closed End Lease

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
.....
10 Toyota
TOI0t2
10 Toyota
'19 Toyota
'89 Toyota Cella ST..... '11,417
19 ADia._______.'11.917
19
33 ha Pal Ave._11,917
33 Verory
Pte..._937
88 Toyota Cressida
'18 Chery
'18 Toyota Carr
18 Pont. Bonne. LE
17 Toyota
'17 Mazda RX7......_.110.987
16 Hoida Amid
'7,487
16 Rot Sunbid
1187
'86 Toy. Corolla _____.'4,917
'85 Ns Cita
'84 Oils Delta
'14 loyal Ccrolla_........_117
.....
11 Toyota
77 Ford LTD II
TRUCKS
19 Toy. landinser.......16,917
14 Ford Ranger
'19 Chevy S.10__,....26,987
'19 Toyota P1.I.____.!6417
'31 N's. Pattrfireler SE...14,487
18 P.Gran
'10,917
18 Ruda
18 Toyota 4 Rimer...11417
18 Ph Vorager
17 Toyota
17 lazda
17 Toyota 1 Ton.
1,987
15 Tot
14 Fad CustIn 4x4........ '1,917
79 ,Oep
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshan
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran. Gen. Mgr

TOYOTA

38R 2 acres 6 miles west
of Murray $45000
489 2303
3BR brick house New cen
tral heat/air storm win
dows garbage disposal
cable hookup city water 1
mile East of Murray Priced
in mid $30's 498 8944
1 800 637 1442

ANY remodeling, bu.,ding,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

NEW homes f• '
pole barns, ducks
'rigs brick
work 759 1039

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
once Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

NEW or r•
masonry, p
drywall inter er r —set
textured
toe—
'•

NICE 2bdrm, full base
men!, central H/A Nice
neighborhood Priced in
mid $30s Call 753 1449
after 5pm

BACK HOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tor 30 years expeneree
Septic system drive vv
hauling fouridatcni
ii_
759 46'64
BLOCK brick concrete
drive ways. foundation
bases patios chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett 753-5476

460
Auto
Services
ALL auto repair 753 4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

1974 OLDSMOBILE Cut
ass Supreme Good me
chanically 753-4120 after
5pm
1976 LTD 2 door, brown
over brown, brown interior
Looks, runs excellent $775
negotiable 753 8165 after
6pm

%Earn features SlJI

LOTS IN TOWN!
04)I)(• AI! IS:Ali
ii•xneScIler
)11/NPR

S'

WANTS OPFER!
..4 ihepc %Jae

h,me in
wthwi.fing
n

UM'

Jeepiii

/•ei I ,e

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
station wagon, very clean
new tires, excellent condi
lion and gas mileage $875
will trade, 759-1922 _

1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo, mint condition.
28 inches of stretch, new
501 cerhmercial servlee
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will seen
fir72 at $5,500 00 or best
offer, need to sell immedi
ately. Call Frankfort (502
227-8015 after 6pm .

LICENSED ter
gas, refrigerator
ton and repair, Fee
Mates' 153-7203

1983 CELICA GT white, 5
speed, loaded, 79,000
miles, $4150 489-2715

FULL eir• •
Installat_
Residential
753 7724

1983 OLDS Cutlass wagon, good condition Call
after 4pm 395-7986

GENERAL re ,
ing. roc,'
436-2642

Used
Trucks
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820

NICE 1970 % ton red
Chevy 400 motor, psiplo
automatic transmission
Like new 1989 % ton white
Ford with ps/pb and automatic transmission, 28xxx
miles 753-1513 after
?Os—.

t

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen 8. Bath Cabinets
E. see
(
1111)
•

.••01.- 11,11.11

clean out sour
And ha.ersierit ss ith
Oa...Med ad. It's a great s•as b, get rid of .terii.
Nou ni, 1(.ngo•r 11..1' and rnAlitt ri niones

Call and place your ad today!
the,

HAULING yard work, tee,
removal, mowing Free Cr,
timates 759-1583

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free Orrnate

:102) 753.1916

INTERIOR/Exterior painting Work guaranteed Free
estimates 43-2299
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica. all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery. Murray 436-5560

PUBLIC AUCTION

A LICENSED electric.,
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corr
mercial and residential, tar'
courteous and efficient se,
vice 759-1835

Rain or Shine • Lune h
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Auction will be held on the propert located-- .
two Miles west of the Paris city limit,;,nd 1/4
mile south of Highway 54.

MAG'S Errand Service o'
fers housesitting, grocer,
shopping. postal and bank
irig needs etc 753 9635
Mon-Fri 8-5 References
MR Chimney Ch.cleaner 492-856t.
MURRAY Ceramic TIII
Marble and flat te
435-4607

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
8p - 52.73

age
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

Saturday, Jan.. 19, 1991 - 10

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

Alexander

McConnell Insurance Agency

AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER. Auctioneer CAL Lic .No 67;
Furn Lac- No. 107

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KT
"Our 29th year of service"

Oft 239 Univeveny Street Phone 587-4244 Mow, TN 31237

MARVIN ALEXANDER, 587-4568
1.111DPESLIONALIZE5 SERVICE HA5 CAUSED MORE
To OIL The MAXANIMR WAr

"1989

99,
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Mite

International Auctioneer Champion"

•
••-

..

a.m. •

FARM E()UIPMLNT SALE
Alexander Auctirms & Real Estate Sales has heçm
commissioned by Faye Kesterson to sell at atic:Litc
auction her farming equipment.
TRACTOR •• Wt'DRAULIC LOADER •• HAY'
RAKE •• FARM EQUIPMENT
139 John Deere 2555 Tractor(440 hrs.)CahiA tr. Iligh:l.oss
Dbl.
Cyl.
Shift,
Houk Up; 15 John Deere 430 Round Baler
'85 John Deere 1219 Mower-Condieuner .87 John Deere
1008 10'Bushog,'84 Shaver Hyd. Post Dnver,'79 Chevy 3/
4 Ton 4x4 Pickup w/350 Motor, 1.11. 470 12' Disc, Lincoln
Welder, 5 Tooth Chisel; 2-Creep Feeders, 1/4-Wheel Farm
Wagon, 211P Air Compressor-, Mira-Fount Single Ball
Automauc Water, Culupacker, 12'Spike Tooth Harrow:'149
John Deere 245 Quick-Attach Front End Loader ix/Bucker,
Hay Spear & Pallet Forks; 6'16 Bumper Hitch Cattle
Trailer, '85 New Holland 256 Hay Rake: '88 Yamaha 4 Wheeler,'87 John Deere 80 EV Chainsaw 20",M I- 4 Btrn
Blow; 3-Pt. Post Hole Digger, 4 Hay Rings; 1 -Portable
Catch Chute willead Gate;6' Box Blade; 25 Gallon 12 Volt
Sprayer, Miscellaneous Items; Aluminum Enclosed Truck
Body for Storage; Gandy Seeder.
HAND TOOLS: Wrench Sets, Socket Sets, Air Impact
Sockets, Disc Grinder, New Aluminum Extension Ladder,
Portable Air Tank, Electnc Drills, Skil Saw, Pipe Vise,
Handyman Post Hole Diggers, Cattle Camps, Electnc
Fencers, Co-op Battery Charger, Hand Tools, Miscellaneous hems, 3-PT Bale Spear, High Tinsel Fence Crimper,
Bench Grinder, Miscellaneous Lumber,(4) Metal Watering
Troughs, (2) Rubber Maid Polly Watering Troughs, Hay
Spear, Conveyer Roller
THIS AUCTION WILL BE AN OPEN AUCTION. BRING
YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT. CALL ALEXANDER AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE TO CONSIGN. OPEN
CONSIGNMENT - M.F. 7' SIDE MOWER.
Mrs. Fay Kesterson, Owner, Pans, Tennessee
Contact Ervin Eicher. Phone (901) 642 0570
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Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No Job too
small 753 4251

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
!n stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

ATTENDON CITY RESIDENTS: TELEPHONE NUIMERS FOR CITY OFFICES
753-1621
762-0352 Police Department
Mayors Office
762-0311
762-0350 Pollee Chief
City Clerk's Office
762-0313
Paco Records
762-0322
Fire Department, City Hall.,
762-0323
Fire Department, Station 2
762-0320
Fire Chief
762-0321
Codes Office
762-0300
Murray Municipal Utility, Collection Office
'• 762-0330
Public Works
Street/SanitatIonGas/Water/Seww/Central Garage; Planning/Engineering
489-2W
Landfill
WHEN CALLING CITY OFFICES PLEASE USE THE CORRECT PHONE
NUMBER USTED ABOVE - DO NOT USE NUMBERS LISTED IN THE OLD
PHONE DIRECTORIES.
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G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roof g
painting vinyl siding
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

1979 F150 FORD 4x4, 4
speed $1250 474-2789

age
age
age
age
age

•

GUTTERING By
:
Sears residential and .
mereal continuous gee •
installed for your speet
Dons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches.
'ocfmg, concrete, driveways, painting. mainteoance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

The Murray Police Department will accept
applications for the position of Police
Officer, entry level position Grade 14,
annual salary $14,319. Written and physical examinations required Must have a
high school diploma or GED equivalent,
satisfactory MVR record with no DUI
record during the past five years Applications are available in the City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building,8 00 a.m. to 500
p m., Monday through Friday. Deadline
for submitting applications is Tuesday,
January 22, 1 991. The City of Murray is an
EEO employer operating under an Affirmative Action Plan
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FENCE saleo
now Call Sears 753
for tree estimate
•
needs

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

JOB OPENING

F(FP

4 '•

CUNNINGHAM S ei.et
and Cooling Service e eplete service on all
cooling, all rrarf./,
models Ca ,:
759-4754

1978 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency 2 door, 400 motor
and transmission Good
dependable transportation
$500 OBO 762-4452

Services
Offered

Call
753-1916

•'"

-•
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CONTRACTOR Porte
buildings. pole bars,
oral home 'mere..
Quality work for
.
tomer satisfaction gL.a•an
teed Free estimatie
Williams 489 2663

sin
R EAT 110MP. IN A LMO!
39,100 / lid fir, It • In,'ter I
\ A /•.an
re *Oh, ',urn

PLUMB'

sarne
43 52`,5

C
_,',PPIelA

EVINRUDE motor. 115hp
16ft runabout and trailer
$2800 753 0196

2 tar garage. fireplace, large earan
itchen. 10 nil east
Murela
sf uniler r,.>1 1791110 34`
Ii•imeSellert ".'s 0.0c
2

Se•.

PLUMBINr,
mates Peeler, o
Same day t.,er/,:r.• A
guaranteed 753 42'

COMPLETES
.
0
REPAIR 'All pea .te
home repair and rernods
mg 753 0318

Boats
& Motors

Phone
753-496'

d

CARPET and vinyl repae-,
and installation
•',
sional service Glen Esi r,
bars 759-1247 leave pa.nt:ng
message
cri:te r•
4/4
cHIM Chlm ChIrrines
Sweeps has 10% %CM,
zen discounts We ,e:1
ney caps and e_ri
Nei/ ' •
,
435-4191 _

Of MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Services
Offered

a.

•
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Lawmakers line up behind president, hope for victory

s

WASHING FUN (AP) - The
Congress that gave President Bush
authority to wage war in the Persian Gulf immediately lined up
behind his decision to exercise that
power. as lawmakers voiced hopes
for a quick, decisive victory.
"Now it is time for all of us to
stand together in support for the
U.S und in support of our soldiers
in the gulf.— said Rep Lee fiend :on. l) hid chairman of the house
Affairs suhcommittree on
Larkive and the Middle East
Flanii.ion had opposed congressional au.iloriration for Bush to wage
war.
krieve tful we will prevail in
of days or weeks." said
a
Nunn. D-Ga . chairman
•
•..iiate. Armed Services
who cited the "overI S advantage in we,
s...:

Conritrun
•\

rra

; 0- a:
)'2;, ' ses \
IS •

withdrawal from Kuwait."
Scn. John Warner of Virginia,
the senior Republican- on the
Armed Services Committee, said
Bush was giving military commanders "a maximum degree of discretion as to how to deploy the forces.— an important element in his
promise that the conflict would not
he another prolonged V is:tna
stv le war
In accord a al) the congressional
resolution approved Saturday. the
president not
House and

s.:i.urc Iraqi compliance with the
N resolutions demanding a pull

from Kuwait had been
unsuccessful.
"Diplomatic and economic pressures have not diminished Iraq's
intransigence despite 51/3 months
of unparalleled international
effort," the president wrote. He
said continued---reliance on the diplomatic and economic pressures
alone "could risk achieving the
basic objective of bringing about
Iraq's complete and unconditional
out

Senate leaders beginning IV: hours
before the attack was made public,
certifying to them that all diplomatic avenues to resolve the standoff
had been eihausted.
"I am totally satisfied the president has made every effort to
exhaust all alternatives before taking this -- n'1 said Seri: Fran*
Murkowskj of Alaska, senior Republican on the 'Intelligence Committee the added he was "terribly
impressed'. hv earls reports of

allied surgical au strike.
But Rep. Les Aspm. D-W •
chairman of the House Armed Set
vices Committee, urged cautiot
about prospects for a quick vie tor
"I think that you're going to nec,t
a ground attack. that this thin
going to he weeks, not days.
were going to have some C4S1.1.1
said.
it

Lawmakers generally agreed lilac
51,111(1
wIiii)santenne

oI

FACTORY DIRECT FURNITURE

news {I' 'h.'

(
I .orti'd from page )
Friday. Jan. 18

Frida?, Jan, IX
ratn
fia,k,ey

1,

Like most other law makers, who,
had argued strongly against immediate war authority for Bush just
tour days earlier, Nunn expressed
cmlidence Wednesday night in the
S forces and said they "will be
gisen all the resources to do the
Joh f'
House Speaker 'Thomas S. Foley.
1)-Wash.. added
think all of us
Jr: deepls concerned that this war
now he as•,‘,,,h()r. as possible. that as
thc Pr.:\IL!'In !!).1:.•.11L•.! II he with a
e d nd jec s!‘
in r1iii.rnit Iss ot
.!: is tcsut
I he Senate today was ClpC.11:.;
io .onsider a resolution of support
!orI. S torLCs in the gull Repuhliean Vs hip Alan Simpson of Wyorn,ng said senatigs had been called
Washingtor lot that,pur17:,4. to re.eive briefings on
:),,,tress in the V{
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WE'RE OVERSTOCKED • THEY ALL MUST GO
MANY STYLES
7010
COVERS - DESIGNS

OFF

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
IR FRIDAY ..1ANI ARY Is 1941
.AkIES
Stir 21 to Apr 1,4.
I re at a turning point ui career
,•.• r••sts today Ar$ argument ct mid
with a frierid about money
1 $ $.1).• business discussions are
In:$1111
T Al RCS
• zo to May 201
Pit
..$11 need to down pLay ego and
,TTiliv-ranwrit if you wish to get ahead
$1, _business now You may tiaNt• had it
here with AP adviser and may 1..1.-ring a
..k
NI...
to June 20$
'1..11 II have to do some down to
t- trth serious thinking now regarding
finam nil interests He t :ireful of what
f!rianit tal obligations y011 dSSIiflie
1.
k.S.CEIR
• .'
ut July 22$
"ftioligh you arid a partner are or,
The ...Attie waNe length now a dim
$
ould anse with a fn.-rid Plans
Ilia} fall nit() plat* n$
:slow! Tra%t•I
fir eitut at.'.
LEO
;.fuly 2.3 to Aug_ 2.2
C
ie
Ytwill be taking on extra responsi
hilities now in
Taw) With the
ji ,1 II. wei.er it s fil)4 A good tune to
fortwith higher ups lie
14.4ncal and diplotriatit ,

Olk

e.

VIRGO
( Aug 21 to Sept 22)
Irripatiern e could Undo-1-m he
ai hies ement totlay TIorie dating dnat a urossroats In relationships
ulties concerning a child will
base to he dealt with

LIBRA
(Sept 23 torkt

22
You'll find a solution today for a
domestic- concern that has trtkibiell
you for some time now Home based
activities are favored over outside
entertainments now

SCORPIO
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"mew seo
nus mental work
is fast. ed today. 1 onimunications
with a told improve Tonight favors
tititsitie amusenwnts

t•
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A
10 Yr.
Cushion
Recliner On BothWarranty
Ends
'1900 Value.

SAGrrritin -s

INtt%

22 to Ike( 21,
Keep peace with A « worker on
this day when you're easily irritated
Money matters are foremost on your
mind now ilitlionent is good when
shopping
CAPlitle()IIN
I
2.: NI JAD 19
ou re sent(us minded today with a
renewed sense of ambition Dont
sp$ $11 A pleasure outing with a quarrel
nmey ( reattve interests Arf•
ti /r11011.

AQ1 ARIUS

A

$ Jan 214 to Feb 18
'Today you 11 find Ali answer to a
-question that s puzzled you for some
time flue NMIc could be upset in
some way now or perhaps a relative
Is dr gutv ientat e

DROOl
....

op

.211Y•Aar

NO PAYMENT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

A-at

Call PRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
Ska minute

1099 Value.
Sofa, Loveseat &
Chair

PISCES
$ Ft+ 1(4 to Stir 210
fry riot to let a resentment take
hold A friendship is at a critical
Juncture now row care when driving
Tonight brin4s a general improve
merit ID your affairs
`i()I • HORN TODAY are reform
rniniied and often have an utterest m
politics and government Tiervn f' You
are very ITIUt h the indiNgualtst and
usually stand out from the crowd as a
person who does his. or her own
thing You I an succeed III businest.
yet you are usually happier in an
artisto or professional career
Though universally minded, you're
also conservative flutlidate of Cary
Grant a.-t1.f AA Milne writer, arid
Emmanuel(•habrier, corbtolser

$„-

elfrir/ , 7
11141s7...%j:41

NO INTEREST
am, WITH APPROVAL
AND
$399 PURCHASE

Complete with Bed,
Dresser, Mirror &
Nightstand '1097
Value.
----'YOUR

CHOICE ANY

SIZE 1
SEALY AND
SIMMONS:
SOFTSIDE SETS

00

GROW
5 Pt Far Poi

4 Pt brim

Nodal Drew
ifnir, ON I MOWN

Heirimd,Dram,
Mow

ON

OFF

With This
Coupon Thru 1/31/91
................

RECLINER'
Starting at

F
REE
SHEETS

WITH

ANY
WATERBED
—

j

-

(4 k t 23 to Nov 2*.'
Try not to be short tempered with

, estaura

6 am -10 Prr
Daily
12th & Sycamore

We Want To Be
Your Place!

Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m.'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95

Fri & Sat
10-8

$1.8§

753 8080 - pvt Party POOm AvailOOle

411f

759-4522

